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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Movement is innate to children and basic to developme nt.

The in fa nt e x plores the world through body movement.

In the dev elopmental progress of an infant, movement serves
a s a primary language (Weisbrod, 1972):
The f irst language of a child is nonverbal and
occu rs in response to primary sensory and percep tual information entering the body. The
inf a n t commu ni cates through gestures, cries,
a nd t o tal b ody motions. (p. 66)
Lewit zky (Sc hiff , 1973) stresses that as chil d ren grow,
they con t inue t o r ely on the language of movement to
gu i de the i r under sta nding of the world around them:
A young c hild will trust body expressiveness
mo re than words .
I t i s hone st, dire ct, and not
c onditioned .
I t i s the e motional world made
recognizable by shape awar e ness, and that is
movement and it i s how a child ass e sses his
movement and i t is how a chi l d ass e sses his
environment . (p . 125)
Movement is not only a natural expre ssion of the
child , it is necessary f o r the indiv i dual 's h e althy
maturation .
It is recognized that chi l dren h ave a h unger f or
movement that must be satisfied if their proper
biolog ical development is to be achieved , and
that motor learning provides an important avenue
1
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for personal growth that is related to all forms
of development and school achievements. (Kraus,
1969, p. 277)
The human body is the instrument of dance.

Through

the dance process, children increase their kinesthetic
knowledge of their bodies which involves differentiating
body parts and coordinating their interaction (PrestonDunlop, 1980).

Instinctively, children strive for mastery

of increasingly complex forms of movement (Laban, 1980).
Creative dance nurtures this innate drive by enabling children to begin expanding and elaborating on their personal
movement range.

The outcome of this education of the body

is the development of a medium of expression (Russell, 1965).
Creative dance provides a unique means of expression
and communication (Dimondstein, 1971; Fleming, 1976; Joyc e
1 973 ; Lit tle, 1977).

Through the dance experience , children

are given the opportunity to express their ideas, emotions,
and experiences through personal body movement (Dimondstein,
1971; Dimonstein & Prevots , 1969; Joyce, 1 973 ).
Be cause creative movement and dance represent the
child ' s thoughts and feelings as they are communicated by the use o f his body , the content area
grows out of the nature of human movement- - the body
in movement , or th e body "speak ing" movement . (Jo yce ,
1973 , p. 39)
Body control enables children to utilize their movement vocabulary expressively and creatively (Dimondstein &
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Prevots, 1969).

Physical development is vital to the child's

personal growth because dance is an expression of the inner
being, yet, "it is necessary first to get in touch with the
inner being, to become familiar with the art and its craft,
and to develop a language of movement"

(Joyce, 1973, p. 2).

Dimondstein (1971) identifies the purpose of children's
dance as "communion with self and communication with others"
(p. 5).

Creative dance offers a child an accessible avenue

to personal understanding;

"a child discovers a great deal

about his body, his mind, his language, his thoughts, his
imagination, and his ideas through creative dance"
1973, p. 5).

(Joyce,

The primary value of dance for children is

its ability to help children recognize their own emotions
and organize those feelings in a movement f orm that can be
communicated (Dimondstein, 1971) .
Dance in the elementary school classroom "is vital to
the development o f the total individual"

(Murray, 1973, p. 5).

It integrates the intel lectual, emotional, and physical
aspect of the child into an expression of "me".

In this

process , the child ' s self-concept , identity, and self-esteem
ar e improved through movement exploration (Murray , 1973) .
The benefits of dance for childhood development
war rant its inclusion in the elementary school curriculum.
I n her article , "The Right of Children to Experiences in
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Dance/Movement/Arts," Hanson (1979) states:

"children

denied experiences in the arts are denied a comprehensive
basic education to prepare them for a full and rewarding
life"

(p. 42).

The Task Force on Children's Dance in

Educa tion after si x years of intensive study determined
that "the use of dance and dance-related activities in
early and middle childhood education to provide physical,
emotional, and aesthetic development has been sadly
neglected"

(Murray, 1973, p. 5).

The Nationa l Dance Association published

Dane~

As

Education (Little & Fowler, 1977), a statement on the value
of dance.

The following seven point justification for the

inclusion of dance in the school curriculum was presented:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Dance is basic education
Dance reinforces all learning
Dance provides an alternative to the usual
modes of education
Dance stimulates creative potential
Dance promotes sel f and social awareness in
an all - involving way
Dance serves the interests of good health
Dance internalizes an understanding of an d
an appreciation for one's culture and the cultures
of other peoples (pp. 10-14)

Dance As Education (Little & Fowler , 1977) expands
the realm of dance into a method of reinforcing academic
learning :
As a special kind of perception , dance can relate to
and enhance other academic areas -- language arts ,
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mathematics, and the social sciences. As a symbolic
coding process that one can feel and experience
personally, it provides a metaphor for other less
personal symbolic processes.
In conveying this
process by largely physical means, dance complements
other academic areas.
(pp. 10-11)
The Task Force on Children's Dance (Fleming, 1973)
states as its primary assumption that "there is power in
dance as a way of learning and communicating"

(p. 2).

Dimondstein (1971) points to psychological research and
studies in kinesiology to support the premise that "movement
is basic in children's learning"

(p. 3); for this reason,

she emphasizes the necessity of making children's dance an
integral part of the elementary classroom curriculum.
Joyce (1973) contends:
It is well known that children study better when
their bodies are free.
It is recognized that movement promotes learning. Body and mind are inseparable,
and we must educate the whole person, the "together "
person. Dance is a must in the elementary school.
(p.

18)

According to many authorities, dance serves to reinforce language development in the young child.

Children

learn to "speak" with their bodies and to recognize the
interrelations hip between body language and verbal language
(Joyce , 19 7 3) .

"As a speaker uses words , so a danc er uses

mov ements to communicate a message " (Young, 1976) .

Through

the presentation of movement vocabulary in dance sessions,
children ' s language skills increase as they make associations
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between movement and words (Fleming, 1976).

Creative dance

synthesizes many aspects of the language-learning process
(Fleming, 1976):
Through movement-related procedures children engage
in identification, building vocabulary, making associations, and clarifying ideas. . .
It involves
conceptualizing, and making judgements and adaptations, and testing alternatives. (p. 33)
Creative dance is a dynamic approach to teaching
academic concepts in a stimulating and memorable way
(Gilbert, 1979).

Yet to be most effective, the dance

experience needs to fit into the regular curriculum (Wiseman,
1979).

Movement is recognized as a legitimate way of learn-

ing and it is extremely beneficial to correlate dance with
every aspect of the school curriculum (Chenfield, 1976).
Traditional subject matter is supported and enhanced by
utilizing an integrated movement program in the classroom
(Marx, 1978).
Creative dance is an exciting medium through which
the language arts may be explored .

Literature becomes a

personal experience when children are allowed to dance the
a ction words, moods , emotions , and ideas of the stories
and p o ems they read (Graff, 19 71).

The value of this pro-

ces s is discussed by Lempke (1976):
There i s a dire ct analog y between the physical
in te rpretation o f a chil d responding to a stimulus ,
a n d the literary interpretation a writer gives to
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that same stimulus. Both the child dancer and the
adult writer must perceive, internalize, interpret,
and participate in the experience. Both explore
and eventually evaluate, altering their creations
as they become more sophisticated.
(p. 406)
Although there is significant literature supporting
the role of dance in education, research demonstrating its
effectiveness is scarce.

Even less has been written con-

cerning the relationship of creative dance to an academic
curriculum such as language arts.

The Task Force on

Children's Dance (Fleming, 1973) expressed the need for
research to demonstrate the relationship of dance to reading, verbal skills, attitude development , and self awareness .

The intent of this investigation is to provide

information that may serve to direct the focus of future
research in evaluating the effectiveness of creative dance
as a method of reinforcing the language arts curriculum.
This investigator chose to examine the problem as
a result of her experiences with dance in the schools.
Initially , she discovered the approach of combining
academics and dance in the Nationa l Endowment of the Arts,
Arti sts - In- Schools

(AIS) Dance Component Program .

A

Louisia na site hired her as the local dance specialist to
teach at three public schools with on-going AIS dance
programs .
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For two years, this position involved the investigator
in intensive contact with AIS dance specialists.

These

dance specialists included Barbara Lacy, Mary Ann Lee, Juan
Valenzuela, and Joan Kingston, plus the AIS performing
groups:

Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company and Atlanta Contempo-

rary Dance Company.

The investigator participated in

children's classes, teachers' inservice workshops, special
university and community workshops, and lecture-demonstrati ons.

Each of these inte g rated creative dance and

academics i nto success-oriented experiences.

During these

two years, the investigator taught dance full time in five
elementary schools.
Barbara Lacy, an AIS dance specialist provided a
primary teaching model for the investigator.

For a year,

the investigator assisted Lacy on numerous dance residencies
throughout the country.

Lacy is renowned for her ability to

teach academic concepts through crea tive dance .
In an effort to expand the literature in this f i eld ,
the investigator wrote an article for Design, an arts-ineducation periodical .

The article d e tails the use of

dance as a teaching tool for classroom t eachers
(Schul - Pfeffer , 1980) .
Most recently , the investigator wrote a grant to
initiate the Very Special Dance Program , a da nce therapy
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outreach program for handicapped children.

The Education

and Treatment Council (ETC), a private non-profit counseling
agency, has supported this unique dance-in-specialclassrooms project for the past three years.

ETC's on-

g oing commitment to utilizing dance as an alternative
e duc ational approach is evident in its adoption of the
inv estiga tor's research as an agency project.
Purpose of the Study
The p u rpose of the study was to determine if creative
dan c e activi t ies can enha nce the language arts comprehension
and s elf -con cep t d evelopment of third grade students.
Statement of Problem
The problem wa s to me a s ure the e ffe ct of creati v e dance
activities o n se le cted language arts skills and on the
self -concept s o f thi r d grade students.
classrooms parti cipa t e d in t he study .

Four third grade
Two classes functioned

as the experimental groups, r e c e iving cre ative dance class e s;
the other two classe s acte d a s the control groups, maintaining their regular schedule .

One control g roup and o ne

exper i menta l group took both pre- and post tests .

The

other control group and experimental gr o up took o nl y t he
posttests .

The test battery included the Test of Reading

Comprehension , TORC

(Brown , Hammill , & Wiederholt , 1 97 8 );
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Test of Written Language, TOWL (Hammill & Larson, 1978);
The Piers-Har·r is Children's se·lf Concept Scale (1969).
The problem required the investigator to:
1.

Discuss the values of creative dance in the class-

room as a tool for reinforcing language arts and its effect
on self-concept development.
2.

Define the concept of language arts.

3.

Define self-concept.

4.

Cite the minimum standards/max imum goals for

l ang ua g e a rts in the third grade as issued by the Calcasieu
Pa rish Sch ool System in 1980.
5.

Design creative dance experiences for the purpose

of enhancing langu a ge arts comprehension and self-concept
development of third grade stu d ent s.
6.

Comp are participating and nonparticipating groups

relative to their lan g uage arts comprehension.
7.

Compare part ic i p a ting and nonparticipating groups

relative to their se l f -concep t score s.
Delimitat ions o f the Study
The investigator placed the foll owing d e limita t ions
upon the study :
1.

Third grade students enrolled at Prien Lake

Elementar y School in Lake Charles , Louisiana were the
subjects of the study .
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2.

The subjects were members of intact classes of

approximately 28 children per class.
3.

The experimental period was limited to 15 weeks.

Sessions were held twice a week and were 50 minutes in
length.
4.

Only the investigator taught the creative dance

classes.
Limitations of the Study
The study was subject to the following limitations:
l.

Student attrition.

2.

Student absenteeism.

3.

Possible contamination of control groups by

experimental groups.
4.

The use of a kindergarten room which was not an

ideal dance space in terms of its small size, its area
carpet , and its environmental distractions.
Null Hypotheses
The following null hypotheses were tested at the .05
level of significance :
1.

There will be no significant difference between the

scores on the Test of Reading Comprehension of the subjects
who participate in creative dance activ ities and those who
do not .
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2.

There will be no significant difference between

the scores on the Test of Wri tt·e n Language of the subjects
who participate in creative dance activities and those who
do not.
3.

There will be no significant difference between

participants and nonparticipants in their scores on the
Piers-Harris Children's Self Concept Scale.
Defi ni tions and/or Explanations
For the purpose of clarification, the following
definitions and/or explanations were established for use
in this study:
Creative Dance:
An activity for elementary school children which is
"the interpretat ion of a child's ideas, feelings, and
sensory impressions expressed symbolically in movement
forms through the unique use of his body"

(Dirnondstein,

1971 , p . 3).
Language Arts :
A term used to describe "a wide range of school activities designed to help children become knowledgeable
about language and to use language effectively"
1979 , p . 13).

(DeHaven,

The language arts skills have been

classified by Calcasieu Parish School System's Minimum
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Standards/Maximum Goals for Language Arts

(Stokes,

1980) as the following:

I.

Writing Skills
A.
Handwriting
B.
Spelling
C.
Capitalization
D.
Punctuation
E.
Language Structure
F.
Organization
G.
Proofreading
II. Types and Forms of Writing
A.
Description
B.
Narration
C.
Exposition
D. Persuasion (p. ii)
Self-Concept
A term concerned with "the self-as-object", meaning
"the person's attitudes, feelings, perceptions, and
evaluations of himself as an object"
pp.

(Coller, 1971,

2-3) ..

The Piers - Harris Children's Self Concept Scale:
A standardized scale consisting of 80 first-person
declarative statements designed to identify how children
feel about themselves .
Test of Reading Comprehension :
A silent reading comprehension test used to measure
(a) general vocabulary and

(b) paragraph reading .

Test of Written Language:
A test based on the concept that written expression
is a language system incorporating related abilities .
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The three subtests that this study focused on were
(a) thematic maturity which measures the ability to
construct a meaningful story about a given theme (b)
vocabulary which measures the complexity of the words
used in written story and (c)

thought

units which

measure the total number of complete sentences used
in the story.

CP~PTER

II

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
A survey of related literature revealed that this
investigation did not duplicate any preceding study.

In an

effort to gain better understanding of the role of creative
da nce in education, the following areas of literature were
e x plored:

creative dance as a tool for reinforcing language

a rts and the effect of creative dance on self-concept
devel o pmen t .
Cre a ti ve Dan ce as a Tool for Reinforcing Language Arts
The National Endowment for the Arts, Artists - In-Schools
(A IS ) Dance Component Program provided much of the investigato r's i n itial e x posure to teaching dance in the classroom.
The Art i st s- I n-Schools prog ram was initiated in 1969 as an
e x pe r iment , placing visual artists in residencies in six
st ates .

That pilot p ro ject was so succ e ss f ul tha t the

fo llowing year dance , t hea t er , po e t r y, and music residencies
we r e added , involving 31 s ta tes across the country (Shapiro).
The g oals of the AIS danc e component are four-fold. The
prog r am is designed t o u t ilize d a nc e move me nt spe cialists
and da nc e comp a ni e s ln pr e senting dance as an art form .
Secondly , it is d e si g ne d to explo r e mo vement a s a te achi ng
tool .

The pro g ra m also

e mpl o y s
15

movement as a mean s of
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encouraging self-expression and self-awareness in children
through the experience of their kinesthetic sense.

The

final focus of the dance component is to establish a network
between the schools and the community for the continuation
and further development of dance in the classroom after the
AIS residencies are completed.

The intention of the program

is
to explore the joy of movement, offer to discover
new approaches for exploring all subject areas
of the curriculum and to demonstrate how movement
ca n provide a riche r experience to augment the
teachers' skill in applying these concepts.
(Wenner , p. 2)
Barbara Lacy, an AIS Dance Spec ial ist whom the investigator has assisted on numerous residencies, has established
very effective techniques for teaching speci fic aspects of
language arts, mathematics, science, and social studies
through creative dance activities.
in t h e

le sson

Several of the methods

plans which were utilized in this thesis

were derived from exposure to Lacy 's teaching style.
Lacy's approach to pr esent ing language arts material
through creative dance is very dynamic .

The childre n are

actively involved in c reative problem solving, finding
t he ir own expression of the concept presented .

The investi -

ga tor frequently used Lacy ' s "Verbs Alive " activity, in
wh ich the instructor reads a series of action words and
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the students use movement to depict the meaning of each
verb.

Some of the categories of verbs she provides include:

effort words, general action words, emo tionally charged
actions, movements characteristic of body parts, and
i ma gery words (Lacy, English).
Other of Lacy's successful techniques reinforce
s en tence structure.

Useful exercises include "Start With

a Capital" and "Punctuation"

(Lacy, Movement Studies).

"Start With a Ca pital" emphasizes the importance of starting
each sentence with a capital by making a large shape, expressing a complete thought through a dance improvisation, and
ending with tiny curled up period shape.
involves exper ienc ing

the

"Punctuation"

emotional states expressed in

sentences us ing different kinds of punc tuation.

Body

shapes are formed to commun icate confusion, boredom, and
excitement .

Then , sentences expressing confusion are

punctuated with a question ma r k shape; boredom requires a
plain period position ; and excitement involves a high jump,
clapping both hands over head and th en a dot at the bottom
for an exclamation mark .
According to Lacy , the most effective dance-in - schools
programs are those in which the teachers become deeply
in ·olved .

The children ' s classes demonstrate the many

ways in which movement can aid students ' ability :

to
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focus; to concentrate; to cooperate; and to discover
alternative methods of exploring academic concepts.

This

demonstration, coupled with the children's enthusiasm,
is usually the selling point for most classroom teachers.
Inservice workshops o ffer teachers the opportunity to
experience the movement ideas with their peers a n d to
absorb specifics of this teaching style.

In Lacy's (1979)

description of a most successful residency, she states:
Teachers tried their skills in classrooms, reported
success, and the enthusiasm grew. The very high
point for me was our final duo-school inservice
workshop on the last day.
I led warm ups and
i mprov ; and for the next hour and a half they led
each other as a single teacher or in small groups
presenting their own plans to us as a group. The
glorious thing was that they did so with confidence
before their peers and each concept presented had
room to explore.
Each was full of "find a way to"
approaches or set a problem in concept that small
groups would create . Many used music and no "talk
records" were heard! We had a wonderful time, all
learning, including me, and all mutually excited
about the achievement. (p. 3)
Chenfeld (1978) strongly supports the role of dance
ln the cl as sroom in her supplemental text for teachers and
education majors .

She contends that children learn experi-

entially , by participating in the language process itself.
Th is philosophy is supported by a series of chapter s detailing creative activities , on e of which is devoted to movement
and drama .

In that chapter , Chenfeld discusses " the

universal dance of childhood " as the child's natural ave nue
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for discovery and exploration.

By utilizing creative move-

ment as a legitimate method of instruction, the teacher may
find that it is the only way that some children really learn
(Chenfeld, 1976).

The teacher does not have to be a dancer,

but simply needs to know the pleasure of movement and must
believe in its significance within the curriculum.
According to Chenfeld (1978), the goals for incorporating movement into daily

less-on plans are "to develop

self-confidence, awareness, imagination, self-expression
as they learn about themselves, their language, and their
world through diverse experiences involving creative movement"

(p. 180).

The key concepts necessary to actualize

this teaching style are respect and trust.

Within this

format , children are guaranteed successful, satisfying
experiences in learning (Chenfeld, 1976, 1978).

Some of

the movement activities described include songs, fingerplays,
games , and improvisations ; stories, ballads, and poems;
mov ing verbs from one space to another; naturally responding
to mu sic through movement ; experiencing the basic rhythms;
make - believe fanta sy; and group movement machines.
As a former classroom teacher, Boucher (1979) describes
ways o f transforming any movement experience into an oral
and written language activity .

Through the Laban approach

to movement education , she guide s the childre n's exploration
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of language by selecting vivid words for them to depict
expressively with their whole beings.

This experience

enables students to more readily incorporate dynamic
vocabulary into their written statements, stories, and
poems.
Anne Green Gilbert's (1977) book Teaching the Three
R's Through Movement Experiences served as the investigator's initial literary guide to direct application of
movement activities to curriculum problems.

More recently,

the inve stigator has recommended Gilbert's text as a handbook for classroom teachers interested in integrating dance
into their curriculum .

It provides suggested movement

activities in the following academic areas:

language arts,

mathemat ics, science, social studies, and art.

The aspect

of the text that had the most impact on this study is the
chapter exploring phonics, rhyming, antonyms, punctuation,
stories , and poems through movement.
In Gilbert 's (1979) article, she enumerates the benefits of introducing "th e basics" through movement.

Class-

ro om teachers realize that movement is relaxing, enjoyable,
and creates a positive classroom atmosphere.

It also

provides physical exercise and a sharpening of perceptions,
while fostering inte llectual growth , self-understanding ,
and increased empathy for others .
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Gilbert (1979) conducted a study to determine whether
the language arts achievement test scores of elementary
school children could be increased through the use of
structured movement activities.

The project was designed

to extend over a six month period, training 15 elementary
school teachers from grades kindergarten through sixth and
involving 250 students.
into three phases:

The teacher-training was divided

six weeks of in-class demonstration by

a movement specialist; six weeks of team teaching by a
movement specialist and a classroom teacher; and eight weeks
of solo teaching by the classroom teacher.

The Metropolitan

Achievement Test was administered to control and experimental
classes at the second and third grade levels and to experimental first grade classes; pre- and posttest measures were
taken .

In addition , teachers and principals were inter-

viewed at two different points during the study to obtain
subjective data on physical , emotional, or social benefits
of the program.
The Language Arts Section of the Metropolitan Achieve ment Test demonstrated not eworthy improvement in Reading or
Spelling subtests in several of the experimenta l classes
when their pre- and posttest scores were contrasted .

One

kindergarten - first grade reading group increased its
national ranking from 25 % to 43 %.

The reading scores of
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one second grade class advanced from the 20th percentile
ranking to the 33rd percentile.

A third grade experimental

class showed a 26% improvement in spelling.
also demonstrated an important finding:

These results

the amount of time

devoted to teaching concepts through movement was directly
related to a percentage increase in students' test scores.
When the project's experimental group test results were
compared with those of the districtwidecontrol groups,
the project classes scored considerably higher.

The differ-

ences in mean test score improvement in a comparison of
experimental and district third grade classes were significant at the 5 % level o f confidence for the project students.
Beside s the benefit of increased learning in the cognitive
domain , faculty interviews indicated that movement in the
classroom had positively impacted the involved students'
behavior .

Teacher feedback noted an increase in cooperative

behavior , increased body control and improved spatia l awareness , increased student motivation , and increased cre at ivity.
The outcome of Learning Language Arts Through Movement
program demonstrated improvement in academic achievement
scores as well as personal growth that was evaluated by
subjective parameters .
Groves (1968) conducted a descriptive study with two
groups of educably subnormal adolescent girls to determine
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whether movement classes could contribute to a more independent attitude toward other creative work and to a
greater interest in language.

The project was designed

to extend over ten movement sessions with staff observations as the method of evaluation.

After the ten movement

sessions, the staff reported that the girls were demonstrating greater self-reliance and trust, appeared more
re laxed following movement classes, and were expressing
idea s and fe e lings in thei r written work which had previ ously been limited to recording facts.
Twillie 's (1980) experimental study was designed to
dete r mine if creative dance could enhance the school readines s and intellectual maturity of five year old children.
The investigation involved a si x week e x perimental period
of creative dance activities, meeting three days a week
for 30 minutes per session .

Kindergarten classes of five

year old children participated as experimental and control
g roups , involving a total of 35 subjects .

The Metropolitan

Readiness Tests and the Goodenough - Harris Draw- A- Man Test
we re admin is tered as pre- and posttests to measure school
r e adiness and intellectual maturity .

A one - way analysis

of covariance did not indicate d i fference between th e
adj usted posttest scores of the experimental subjects and
those of the control groups at the . 05 level of significance .
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However, the investigator contended that the contributions
of movement are too . great to be denied:

the classroom

teachers reported increased confidence, happiness, and
willingness to communicate on the part of shy and withdrawn
students during the creative dance program.

The investigator

felt that the aspect of crea tivity had not been examined
and recommended inclusion of a test such as Thinking
Creative l y in Action and Movement by Torrance in any
replication o f this study.
In an experimental investigation conducted by Penman,
Christopher, and Wood (1977), gross motor activity was
utilized as a method of improving language arts concepts.
Third-grade cl a sses were taught capitalization ·and punctuation skills through games f or a four-week period, four days
a week for 30 minutes per session.

Subjects involved one

group tha t used active games, a second class that used
passive games , and a third class which acted as the control
group and received traditional language arts instruction.
Six active and si x passive games were developed to teach
the concepts of capitalization and punctuat ion.

Pre - and

posttes ts utilized the Iowa Test of Basic Skills, involving
the language arts , capitalization and punctuati on subte sts.
Postte sts score s were compared through analysis of covarian ce .

Penman , et al . concluded that children learning
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capitalization and punctuation in active games acquired
these skills at a significantly greater rate (capitalization:
df

=

E: = 9. 70 -,

2762,

E

df = 21· 62, E < • 05; punctuation:

< .05)

f. = 19. 56,

than did children involved in passive

games or traditional classroom instruction.

No significant

diffe rence was demonstrated on the capitalization subtest
between the passive games class and the control class.
However , the passive games class was significantly better
then the control class on the punctuation subtest.

This

study demonstrated that:
The teaching of some language arts concepts to
third -grade students may be greatly enhanced by
using enjoyable active games as a means to more
effective cognitive learning. (p. 37)
The Effect of Creative Dance on Self-Concept Development
The investigator's involvement with the Artists-InSchools

(AIS) Dance Component Program brought her in contact

with a contingent of artists and educators whose primary
premise states (Schiff, 1973):
At the core of the program is the belie f that the
experience of art is basic to the human spirit and
that should be offered to all children as an
essential part of their educative process. The
idea is to exp a nd the personality of the child,
de v e lop his emotional attitudes and receptivity to
th e proce ss of learning , and instill in him an
aware n e ss of cre ativity as a living and personal
p r o cess th a t will r ema in with him long after his
f o rma l e d uc at ion is complete . (p. 26)
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The AIS dance program is a child-centered mode of
education because dance reaches out to the whole person.
As a dancer Bella Lewitzky describes the process, "Dance
is oneself"

(Schiff, 1973, p. 126).

In the dance process,

the child has no external extension, no language or
mate rials to distract from .the self, because the instrument
of dance is the individual's own body (Schiff, 1973).
A significant objective of the AIS program is the
development of an increasing sense of identity and pride
for all involved children (Schiff, 1973).

In her evaluation

of a Louisiana residency, Lacy (1979) describes the effective transfer of personal pride from one dance experience
to another:
#'

Children were naturally a delight to work with in
both schools. [Juan Valenzuela] AI S dance specialist
had prepared them beautifully. They came with eagerness and pride, most wearing "On the Move" T-shirts
and "barefoot only".
They took such a deep pride
in their learning skills as we worked in creati ve and
curriculum areas to augment their lovely movement
base from Juan . (p . 3)
The investigator's initial source book for presenting
dance in the schools was Mary Joyce 's (1973) First Steps
in Teaching Creative Dance .

Joyce contends that children

discover an infinite amount of information about their
bodies , minds , lan g uage, thoughts , and imagination through
their experiences in creative dance .

A vital aspect of
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the child's development is increasing self-awareness.
Movement as creative expression plays an important
part in his life, building his self-image, selfawareness, and self-direction. This self is not
only his body, not only his mind, not only his
feelings - it is all of him. (pp. 5-6)
An essential aspect of creative dance is that it "leads
children to deal with themselves"

(p. 6).

discipline for dealing with the self"

It is " a

(p. 6).

Dimondstein (1971) asserts that the end product of
dance is "de eper feelings about the self"

(p. 4) because

the subject of dance is the person and the content is the
education and development of feelings and sensibilities.
Through dance, the child expresses "his very self"

(p. 3).

According to Little (1977), dance is expressive of
the doer , conveying that person 's goals, difficulties,
and achievements.
self " (p. 37).

"Movement is a reflection of the inner

Children learn about themselves through

dance and communicate that understanding to others.

Thus,

dance contributes to the development of a positive selfconcept .
Pruett (1981) attempted to measure the immediate
integration of body movement experiences into the body
image .

Pre - and posttesting involved figure drawings before

a nd immediately following movement sessions .

The movement

tasks were designed to include a large amount o f visual
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and kinesthetic input, with the entire body image building
movement sequence lasting between 20 and 25 mintues.

The

children's drawings appeared to demonstrate their enjoyment
of or discomfort with movement.

Those children who seemed

open to new experiences that challenged and expanded their
body image awareness depicted this through their drawings.
Tyler (1972) conducted an experiment to investigate
the possible relationship between self-concept and motor
performance in second grade children and to determine
whether achievement in other academic areas parallels
motor performance and self-concept scores.

One hundred

and thirty students from four second-grade classes were
initially tested with the Piers-Harris Self-Opinion Test.
One hundred and nine subjects were chosen for participation
in the study because their scores fell in the extreme
positive or negative range of tested self-concept.

Then,

the Peacock Achievement Scales in Physical Education
Activitie s for Boys and Girls was administered.

No

significant differences were found in the comparison of
th e high and low scorers in the self-concept.

Thus, all

measured motor skills were equivalent for both groups.

No

clear correlation was demonstrated between academic achievement , self - concept , and motor performance .
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Pretz•s experimental study entitled A

Compari~o~

of

the Effects of Dance· and Physical Educ·a ti·on ·a n ·the SelfConcept of Selected Disadvantaged Girls was designed to
determine whether modern dance could be used to improve
the self-concept of the disadvantaged child in a school
setting.

Seventy-five disadvantaged inner-city elementary

schools girls comprised the experimental group and received
modern educational dance as a substitute for the standard
physical education curriculum; a control group of 75 females
parti cipated in the required physical education class.

The

goals of the modern educational dance classes were (a) to
develop a vocabulary of movement and (b) to provide creative,
improvisati onal movement experiences .

The Lipsitt Self

Concept Scale for Children was administered as a pretest
and as a posttest immediately following the termination
of a four month treatment period and again three and a
half years later.

A test comparing self -conc ept scores for

dancing children to those of the control group was significant at the .0 5 level

(! =

2 . 66, df

= 148).

Thus, the

investigator accepted the hypothesis that modern educational
dan ce enhances children's self-concepts (Puretz , p. 7).

CHAPTER III
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND PROCEDURES
This study utilized Solomon's four-group design
(Van Dalen, 1979), in which posttest only as well as preposttest was applied to experimental and control groups.
This approach assessed the effect of pretesting and the
interaction of testing and the treatment modality.
Sub jects
Third grade students enrolled at Prien Lake Elementary
School in Lake Charles, Louisiana
study.

were

the subjects of the

Four self-contained third grade classrooms with a

combined total of 95 white, middle class students were
involved .

Two classes functi on e d as the experimental

groups receiving creative dance classes.

The other two

classes acted as control groups maintaining their regular
schedule.

One control group and one experimental group

took both pre- andpos ttests.

The other control group and

experimental group took only the posttests.
The composition of the groups was as follows:
1.

Group I - consisted of 27 students with 12 females

and 15 males .

This was an experimental class,

which took both the pre - and posttests.
30

~embers

of
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2.

Group II - involved 23 children, with 11 females

and 12 males.

This was a control class, members of which

took both pre- and posttests.
3.

Group III - consisted of 21 students, with 12

females and 9 males.

This was an experimental class whose

members took only the posttest.
4.

Group IV - involved 24 students, with 10 females

and 14 males.

This was a control class whose members took

only the posttests.
Three students were lost to attrition.
Instruments
The instruments selected to assess the subject's
language arts skills were the Te st of Written Language
(Hammill & Larsen , 1978) and the Test of Reading
Comprehension (Brown, Hammill , & Wiederhold, 1978).
Piers - Harr is Children's Self Conc ept Scale

The

(Piers &

Harris , 1969) was utilized to measure self-concept .
The Test of Written Language (Hammill & Larsen ,
1978) was designed as a measure of ability in written
exp ression .

The test consists of a spontaneously written

story which each child composes in respons e to a sequence
of three drawings .

Three subtest scores were derived from
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that writing sample which included thematic maturity,
vocabulary, and thought units.
1.

The thematic maturity measures the subject's

ability to write in a style that effectively conveys meaning.

The thematic maturity score was generated by checking

the student's story against 20 criterion-statements; the
number of instances in which the criteria were satisfied
total the student 's raw score on this subtest.
2.

Vocabulary measures the complexity of the words.

On this subtest, 25 words were selected randomly from the
written story.

These words were then assigned a numerical

value on the basis of their sophistication.

The sum of

these word values compr ised the student's rav1 score.
3.

The thought units subtest measures the total

number of complete se nten ces generated by the spontaneous
writing sample.

The total number of complete sentences

consti t uted the raw score for this subtest.
The internal consistency and interscorer r el iability
for the TOWL were at . 80 at all age levels .

Normative

data are available between ages 8 years, 6 months and 14
years , 5 months

(Hammill & Larsen , 1978).

The Test of Reading Comprehension TO RC

(Brown, Hammill ,

& ~ied e rhold , 1978) measures the student ' s general reading
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comprehension.

Two subtests were utilized:

vocabulary and paragraph
1.

general

readi~g.

Vocabulary is considered one of the primary com-

ponents of reading comprehension.

The general vocabulary

subtest of the TORC is based upon the idea of constructed
and relational meaning.

The subtest presented three

stimulus words for each question.

The child was asked to

select two answers out of the four available that relate in
meaning to the original three words.

The raw score for

this subtest was generated by giving one point credit for
every correct response.

Scoring was discontinued when the

student missed three in any consecutive five items.
2.

Paragraph reading is a subtest which measures the

reader ' s ability to answer questions related to story-like
paragraphs .

Each paragraph was followed by five questions

which involved:

selecting the best title which would convey

the overall theme , recalling story details, and making a
positive and a negative inference.
was awarded one point credit.

Each correct response

Correct answers were counted

up to and including those for the paragraph in which the
stude nt missed two or more items .
Internal consistency reliability was determined , with
fe w exc ep tions , to have coefficients greater than . 80 .
Va lidity was supported by subtest correlation with SAT
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Reading (Mdn. 4

= .46), SRA Reading (Mdn. 4 = .41) and

PlAT Reading (Mdn. 4 = .72).

Normative data were available

for ages 6 years, 6 months to 17 years, 11 months

(Brown,

Hammill, and Wiederholt, 1978).
The Piers - Harris Children's Self Concept Scale
(Piers

&

Harris, 1969) was developed primarily as a

research tool to measure children's self-concept.

The scale

was designed to generate either a yes or a no response to
each of 80 statements.

The items were analyzed by computer

to establish scores for a general self-concept and six
subfactors.
I .

II.

The subfactors included (Piers, 1969):

Behavior.
I do many bad things (.66); I am
obedient at horne (-.64); I am often in trouble
(.60); I think bad thoughts (.55); I can be
trusted (-.53).
Intellectual and School
my schoolwork (-.66); I
dumb about most things
reader (-.55); I forget

Status.
I am good in
am smart (-.63); I am
(.56); I am a good
what I learn (.53).

III .

Physical Appearance and Attributes .
I am goodlooking (-.74); I have a pleasant face (-.61);
I have a bad figure (.56); I am strong (-.41);
I am a leader in games and sports (-.40).

IV .

Anxiety .
I cry easily (-.57); I worry a lot
(-.57); I am often afraid (-.55); I get nervous
when the teacher calls on me (-.54); I am
nervous (- . 49) .

v.

Popula rity.
People pick on me (-.62); I am among
the last to be chosen for games (-.61); It is
hard for me to make friends (-. 56) ; I have many
friends ( . 55); I feel left out of things (- . 49) .
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VI.

Happiness and Satisfaction. I am a happy person
(.65); I am unhappy (-.62); I like being the way
I am (.60); I wish I were different (-.57); I am
cheerful (.42).
(pp. 19-20)

The internal consistency of the scale ranged from .78
to .93 and retest reli ab ility from .71 to .77.

Correlation

with similar tests are in the mid-sixties (Buros, 1972).
Procedures
The Test of Reading Comprehension , the Test of Written
Language, and The Piers - Harri s Children's Self Concept Scale
were given as pre- and posttests to groups I and II.

Groups

III and IV took these three tests as posttests only.

Both

pre- and posttests were administered by the investigator
in the prescribed manner .

The subjects were tested in their

classrooms, involving only one class per testing period.
The tests were scored by various methods.

The Test

of Reading Comprehension was hand scored by the investigator.
The Te st o f Written Language had two raters:

the investiga-

to r and Ellen M. Kelly, the supporting agency 's G.E.D.
teacher .

The Piers - Ha rris Children ' s Self Concept Scale

was computer scored by the investigator (psychologist,
Dr . R . L . Elki ns, Jr . wrote this computer program) .
The creative dance activities were designed by the
investigator to reinforce the le ar ning of language arts
skills and to enhance self - concept development .

Thirty
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lesson plans (Appendix C) were developed to focus on various
aspects of the language arts curriculum, such as:

verbs;

verb and adverb combinations; nouns and adjectives; and
poetry.

These were approved prior to the initiation of the

study by commi ttee chairman, Gladys Keeton, an expert in
the field of children's dance.
The kindergarten classroom was utilized for the
creative dance sessions.

The two experimental groups met

separately 50 minutes, twice a week for 15 weeks.

The

control classes, groups II and IV, remained with their
respective teachers.
Analys is of Data
The Solomon four-group design was utilized in this
study to assess the effects of pretesting and the interaction of testing and treatment.

Raw data were recorded by

th e inve stigator following the completion of scoring.
Dr . El k ins analyzed the data in a series analysis of
v ariances .

Then , Dr . Elkins assisted the investigator in

t he interpretation of the findings .

CHAPTER IV
PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS
This chapter presents the results of the statistical
analyses of the data.

The organization of the subsections

of this chapter is as follows:

Introducti on, Data, Analy-

sis, and Summary of the Findings.
Introduction
The purpose of the study was to determine if creative
dance activities enhance the language arts comprehension
and self-concept development of third grade students.
The investigator tested the null hypotheses at the .05
level o f signi fi cance.
The basic Solomon design (Huck , Cormier, & Bounds,
1974) provides a particularly elegant field design which
allowed the investigator to examine the effects of the
exper imental intervention as well as the effects of
administrating the test instruments twice.
mental design can be seen on Table 1.
were utilized .

Group I

(~

=

27) and Group III (n

24) were control groups .
37

(~ =

Four groups

comprised the experimental groups ; Group II
Group IV (n

The experi-

(~

=

=

21)

23) and

Experimental

95)
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Group I and control Group II took both pre- and posttests.
Ex perimental Group III and control Group IV received
posttesting only.
Table 1
Four-Group Design

Gr oups
I .

II .
III .
IV .

Pretest

Post test

Experime n tal

X

X

Control

X

X

Expe rimen t al

X

Control

X

A c omparison o f the pos t me asur es betwe en t h e t wo

experimental groups and the pos t measure s o f

the two

control groups will reveal whether there were c h ange s in
scores attributable to t he t e st- r etest e ffe ct.

I f , in

analysis , the investi g ator could demonstrate that the
test - retes t effect did not account f o r change in performan c e , then it may be presumed that another var i a bl e c a us ed
the shift in performance .
In this analysis , the experimenter used an orthogona l
one - way analysis of variance to identify the difference
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between group means for each of the six following
conditions:
Condition 1.

The pretest scores of experimental
Group I (who received both preand posttests) .

Condition 2.

The posttest scores of experimental
Group I (who received both preand posttests).

Condition 3.

The pretest scores of control
Group II (who received both preand posttests) .

Condition 4.

The posttest scores of control
Group II (who received both preand posttests) .

Condition 5.

The posttest scores of experimental
Group III (who received posttests
only) .

Condition 6.

The posttest scores of control
Group IV (who received posttests
only) .

The analysis comparing the six conditions was done
for each of the independent variables including:
1.

Test of Written Language, TOWL
a)
b)
c)

2.

Test of Reading Comprehension, TORC
a)
b)

3.

Thoughts Units
Vocabulary
Thematic Maturity

Vocabulary
Reading Comprehension

The Piers - Harris Children 's Self Concept Scale
a)
b)
c)

General Score
Factor I Behavior
Factor II Intellectual and School Status
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d)
e)
f)
g)

Factor
Factor
Factor
Factor

III Physical Appearance and Attributes
IV Anxiety
V Popularity
VI Happiness and Satisf a ction

The final table of means in each analysis allowed the
investigator to identify the effects attributable to testing and those attributable to the treatment.
In situations where the variable was demonstrated to
have no significant test-retest effect, the experimenter
used the more powerful "change score" analysis.

In this

analysis each subject had received a pre- and posttest
and thus served as his own control.

The subsequent

analysis of variance compared mean change scores for the
experimental and the control group.
Data Analysis
Th e Test of Written Language
Two of the analyses o f variance comparing the six
cond it i ons did not demonstrate significant differences.
Table 2
Analysis of Variance for TOWL Subtest of Th ought Units
Sour c e o f Va r i a nc e
Be tween
~ ~i

*F

thi n

. 9 5 ( 5 , 12 0)

df

ss

MS

5

656.08

131 .2 2

136

12050 . 15

88.60

> 2 . 29.

F
1.48

.1 9
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As illustrated in Table 2, the subtest of ThoughtUnitsdid
not reach statistical significance (df = 5,136,

~

= 1.48,

£

.19); nor did the vocabulary subtest (df = 5,136,

F

1.21,

E

=

.31), as depicted in Table 3.
Table 3

Analysis of Variance for

MS

5

1926.39

385.28

136

43464.00

319.59

df

Between

*F

.95

(5,120)

Subtest of Vocabulary

ss

Source of Variance

Within

TO~~

F
1.21

.31

> 2.29.

In Table 4 , the analysis of variance for the thematic
maturity subtest revealed substantial significance
(df = 5,136,

~

=

4.55,

E

< .000 8).

The Scheffe test

(see Table 5) disclosed significant difference in means
between Condition 1 and Condit ion 6; i.e., between the
pretest score of experimental Group I and the posttest
of the control Group IV .
score analyses of the TOWL

In Table 6, none of the change
subtest~

revealed signi fi cant

differences between the experimental and control groups .
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Table 4
Analysis of Variance for TOV'JL Subtest of Thematic Maturity

Source of Variance

Within

MS

F

5

67.86

13.57

136

405.65

2.98

Between

*F (5,120)

ss

df

4.55*

.0008

> 2.29.

Table 5
Schef f e Test Results of Mean Differences on TOWL
Subtest of Thematic Maturity

Conditions
Cond itions
1
2

1

2

3

4

5

.2 8

.36

.84

1.52

1.87*

.08

.56

1.24

1.59

. 48

1.16

1.51

. 68

1.03

3

4

6

.35

5
6

*C + 1 . 69 .
The inter rater reliability coeffi ci e n t s are ve ry g o od
across all of the TOWL subtests :

(a) Thought Units :
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(~

=

.98, E < .0001),

(b) Vocabulary:

and (c) Thematic Maturity:

(r

= .64, J2.

(r =

.94, p < .0001),

< .0001).

Table 6
Mean Scores for TOWL Subtests

Condition

Thought
Units

Thematic
!--1aturi ty

Vocabulary

1

13.76

29.70

3.54

2

16.91

32.74

5.13

3

11.02

24.77

3.88

4

13.57

36.68

5.41

5

14. 38

28.64

5.05

6

10.63

27.89

5.57

Condition 1.

e xp - pp -pr

Conditi o n 2 .

e x p-pp-pp

Condition 3 .

con- p p-pr

Condition 4 .

c o n- p p-po

Conditi o n 5.

e x p-po

Condition 6 .

c on -po

The Test of Reading Comprehension
The Test of Reading Comprehension included subte st s
of vocabulary and reading comprehension .

As demonstra t ed

in Tables 7 and 8 , the initial analysis of variance failed
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to show any significant differences for either the vocabu-

=

lary subtest (df

5,132, F

comprehension subtest (df

=

=

1.66, E

5,132,

~

=

=

.15) or the reading
.81,

E =

.55).

Table 7
Analysis of Variance of TORC Subtest of Vocabulary
So urce o f Variance

*F

MS

5

219.36

43.87

132

3479.28

26.36

Be t we e n
\-'7i th in

ss

df

F

1.66

.15

.95 (5,120) > 2.29.
Table 8
Anal y sis o f Variance for TORC Subtest
o f Re a d i ng Comprehension

Source of Varian c e

df

*F

. 95

(5 , 120)

~

MS

5

88 . 1 0

17. 6 2

132

2 8 7 1 .56

21.75

Between
v7i thin

ss

F

.81

2 . 29 .

Thus , the data failed to show effects a tt r ib utable to
e x perimental intervention or to the test - retest effe c t .
Similarly , as seen in Table 9 , the ana l ysi s of ch ange
s ores failed to demonstrate significant differences

. 55
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in change scores between the experimental and control
groups .
Table 9
Mean Scores for TORC Subtests

Cond ition

Vocabul a ry

Reading Comprehension

1

7.15

7.07

2

8.74

7.67

3

7.29

7.57

4

10. 45

8.68

5

8.00

7.19

6

6. 55

9.35

Conditi o n 1.

e xp -pp-pr

Condi t ion 2.

exp - pp -po

Conditi on 3.

con -pp-pr

Condition 4 .

c on - pp - po

Condi ti o n 5 .

exp - p o

Condition 6 .

con -po

The Piers-Harris Children ' s Self Conc ep t Scale
The Piers - Harris Children ' s Self Conc e pt Scale general
score as detailed in Table 10 , did no t achieve statis t i c al
significance (df

=

5 , 135 , F

=

. 98 , E

= . 43) .

Of course ,

the six factor scores are derivat i ve s o f the general
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self-concept score and, therefore, did not achieve statistical signi f icance either.

As depicted in Table 11, the

si x conditions failed to differ significantly for factor I
(d f

5,13 5 , F

.7 7 ,

F

E.

=

=

•

E

=

E

1.83,

=

=

.11), factor II (df

.58), factor III

3 7 ) , fa c tor I V ( d f

fa ctor V (df
(df
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=
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5,135,

•
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.34), and factor VI
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Table 1 0

Analysi s o f Va r i an c e f o r the General Score f or
The Piers - Harris Child re n's Self Conc ep t Sc a le

Source of Variance

df

Between
Within

*F

. 95

(5,120)

~

ss

MS

5

7 32 . 96

1 46 . 59

135

2024 0. 36

1 49 . 9 3

F

. 98

.43

2 . 29 .

Again , the initial analysis showed n o test - retest
effect .

It was therefore appropriate to do an analys i s

of the change scores .

However , the change scores analysis

(see Table 12) across the general test and the six factor
scores failed to show significant differences in the
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children's shift in self-concept between the experimental
and control groups.
Table 11
Analysis of Variance for the Six Factor Scores of
The Piers- Harris Child r en's Self Concept Scale

Factors

*F

F

E

I

1.83

.11

II

.77

.58

III

1.09

.37

IV

.39

.86

v

1.14

.34

VI

.45

.82

_

95

(5 , 120) > 2. 29 .
Summary of Findi n g s

Results of data analysis reve a led no si g n i ficant
diffe ren ces attributable to testin g effe cts or to th e
expe ri menta l intervention .

In t he o ne s ubte st in which

significant effect was a chieved (TOWL , Th emat ic Matur i t y),
the caus e appeared to be maturat ional as o pposed to test
retest or treatment effe ct .

Use o f t h e more powerful
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change score technique also failed to achieve significance
for any of the measured subject characteristics.
Table 12
Mean Scores for The Piers-Harris Children's Self
Concept Scale:

General Score and Factor Scores

Factors
III

Condition

General

I

II

1

62.04

13.22

13.81

9.44

10.44

8.81

8.48

2

61.54

12.69

13.77

10.00

10.54

8.50

8.38

3

62.52

13.90

13 . 86

8.43

10.81

8 . 24

8.38

4

62.45

14.13

13.45

9 . 14

11.00

8 . 59

8 . 27

5

56.28

12 . 57

12.48

8.09

9.86

7.09

7 . 67

6

58.46

12.42

12.75

8.92

10.46

8.33

8.25

IV

v

VI

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSION, DISCUSSION, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The study was conducted to measure the effect of creative dance on selected language arts skills and on selfconcept.

The treatment involved teaching dance activities,

into which language arts concepts were integrated, while
providing children with success-oriented experiences.

The

treatment period consisted of 15 weeks with biweekly sessions of 50 minutes each.
students (n

=

Four classrooms of third grade

95) participated.

Two classes functioned as

the experimental groups, receiving creative dance classes;
the other two classes acted as the control groups, maintaining their regular schedule.

One experimental and one

contro l group took pre- and posttests; the other set of
experimental and control groups took posttests only.

The

test battery included the Test of Reading Comprehension,
Test of Written Language , and The Piers-Harris Children's
Self Concept Scale .
Summary
There were no significant results on the academic
meas ures whi ch included the TORC vocabulary and reading
comprehension subtests or the TOWL thought units and voc a bulary subtests .

The TOWL subtest o f thematic maturity did
49
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find statistical difference between Group I's pretest and
Group IV's posttest.

However, the cause appeared to be

maturational as opposed to test-retest or treatment effect.
The l ack of significant differences could not be attributed
to the scoring process, as the interrater reliability coefficients were very good on the TOWL (thought units:
.98; vocabulary:

r

~

.94; thematic maturity:

r

=

r =
.64.

Since TORC was simply key scored, scoring error could not
account for the lack of significant results.
The Piers - Harris Children's Self Conceot Scale also
produced no significant effect between groups.

This was

demonstrated in the general self-concept score and was
repeated in each of the factor scores.

The program produced

no measurable effects on se lf-concept as it relates to
behavior , intellectual and school status, physical appearance and att rib utes , anxiety, popularity, and happiness
and satisfaction .

Again , the lack of significance could not

be attributed to error in scoring since all pre- and posttests were computer scored.
The nature of the measurement may explain the lack of
significant results .
globa l

All three tests may have been too

in their measurement .

The specific material tested

in the academic instruments was not tau gh t in dance classes.
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For instance, the investigator introduced the children to
numerous sets of colorful verbs and descriptive adverbs, but
never taught the specific vocabulary words tested in the
TORC subtest.

Although strong emphasis was placed on com-

municati ng thoughts and ideas through verbal and physical
expression of complete sentences, the children were not
trained to write a great number of thought units which constituted one subtest score in the TOWL.

In effect, the

investigator's goal was to stimulate the student's interest
in and fascination with words.

However, this treatment was

apparently not specific enough to be measurable by the
instruments selected.
The lack of significant outcome on the self-concept
scale may be attributable to several factors.
1.

Two 50 minute success-oriented dance sessions a

week may not provide adequate intervention to produce a
measurable effect.

When this brief intervention is con-

trasted with at least 25 hours a week of regular classroom
instruction , one hour and 40 minutes a week is not very
substantial .
2.

The self-concept scale may measure personality

traits rather than status .

Thus , th e test could be reflec-

ting stable characteristics which do not change within a
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limited time frame.

That is, personality characteristics

which have been developed over the children's eight years of
life may not rapidly respond to a 15 week program.
3.

This study focused on middle class students with

me an pretest self-concept scores well within the average
range.

Pretz's research, as reviewed in the related litera-

ture chapter, involved disadvantaged children who demonstated low self-concept scores initially.
15 to 16 weeks of dance.

Both studies involved

Whereas, this investig ation did

not generate significant results, Puretz's research did gain
statistical significance.

Perhaps the contrast in findings

was a resu lt of the initial levels of self-perception in the
t wo studies.

As is o ften the case with low achievers, there

is considerably more range for improvement .

However, the

students who participated in this study may have required
much more treatment to significantly effect change.
Although the study did not demonstrate statistical
signifi c ance , the investigator noted that there was equivalent progress made between the experimental and control
gr oups on the posttests .

Since the creative dance classes

accounted for at least 40 % of the experimental groups'
language arts sessions, it may be assumed th at creative
dance was an effective alternative method of teaching
language arts .
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The results of this study indicated no significant
differences in academic or self-con c ept measures between the
experimental and control groups, using a series analysis of
variances.

The following null hypotheses were accepted at

the .0 5 level of si gn ificance:
1.

There wil l be no significant di ffere n ce between the

scores on the Test of Reading Comprehension of the subjects
who participate

in creative dance activities and those who

do not .
2.

There will be no significant difference between the

scores on the Test o f Written La nguage of the subjects who
participate

in

creative dance activities and those who do

not .
3.

There will be no significant difference between

participants and nonparticipants in their scores on the
Piers - Harris Children ' s Self Concept Scale.
Conclusion of the Study
Based upon the findings, i t was concluded that participation in creative dance classes does not significantly
enhance selected language arts skills of third grade students .

It was further conclude d that the children ' s in-

volvement in creative dance sessions did not significantly
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which were utilized .

In addition, it should be noted that a

combination of dance and tradition a l methods of instruction
can be as effective as traditional methods alone, and that
the students in the combined methodological classes not only
de velop ed language s k ills as well as those taught by traditional methods but also h a d the a d vantage of expanded and
enriched e xperiences in the motor and creative domains.
Discussion
F ol l owi ng the cl a ss graduation ceremony (see Appendix C,
Cla ss # 30 ) a n d after completion of the posttesting, both
c la ss es joined t he inve stigator in a lecture-demonstration
(see Appendi c e s E a nd F ).
well attended .

The evening's performance was

Forty - e i g ht of t he f i f ty-one stude nts in

both class e s we r e pre s ent .

There we re ove r 200 p e ople in

the audienc e .
The performance was de si gned to h ighl i gh t
ac ademic learning and persona l d e velopment .

th e child ren's

Th e inve sti ga -

tor a lso fo cused on c ommun i cating t he sp e ci fi c edu c a tional
g oals of each activity to the audien c e .

Th e c hi l d r e n demon-

strated a s ele cted lan guage arts pro gressi o n .
included :

Acti v ities

depicting th e meaning of a poem throu g h body

mo emen t , portraying th e concepts of antonyms through body
shapes , expressing the movemen t qualities of action words
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moving verb and adverb combinations, enacting specific
characters by responding to adjective and noun combinations
in body shapes, demonstrating similarities through body
positions and movement, dancing complete sentences, portraying punctuation by emotional attitudes and body shapes, and
communicating the action of an entire story through movement.
This hour-long presentation was performed with an
impressi v e level o f concentration and cooperation on the
part of the performers.

They d emo nstrated a clear under-

standing of the selected language arts concepts, while
expressing their o wn creativity thr ough the structured dance
improvisations with in ten s ely focus ed attention.

When they

took their final bow , the children conveyed obvious personal
pride .
Something profound took place that even ing.

The stu-

dents clearly understood the prog ram's academic and creative
concepts.

They demonstrated self-confidence , conc e ntration,

and coope ration throughout th eir performance .

There was no

question that the performers had made personal and academic
ga ins a s a result of this program .
this refl ected in the test results?

Why , then , was none of
Th e failure in this

study was not in the process, but in the investigator 's
ability to measure it .
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Recommendations for Further Study
Future research must develop methodology by which the
essence of the dance experience can be measured.

One tech-

nique recently developed is goal attainment scaling (Adler,
1982) .

The advantage of this form of analysis is that i t

enables the investigator to evaluate whether the attainment
of those goals reached statistical significance.
The investigator recommends that researchers in the
field of creative dance become more specific about exactly
what behaviors they intend to change.

The investigator

demonstrated the difficulty of impacting subjects such that
global measures of academic or personality functions altered
significantly.

Although the literature contains b r oad state-

ments concerning the effects of dance on children, research
must focus on specific, concrete goals.
Future res earch ln this field would benefit from identifying exactly what language and behavioral goals will be
presented through creative dance.

Th is study, for example,

focused on e nhancin g action -ori ented vocabulary involving
verbs and adverbs ; this type of language learning was not
ref lected in a measure of general vocabulary .

Th e investi -

ga tor taught ch a racter ization through en a cting nouns and
adje ctives a nd b y depicting the movement r e pe r to ire of
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clowns, athletes, spies, etc.

This aspect of the program

was not measured in either of the academic batteries.

The

program's positive-discipline-approach focused attention on
the children's ability to choose their own behaviors and
brought them to the awareness that they are in control of
themselves; thus, concentration and cooperation were behavioral goals that could have been measured in this study.
The narrative in the Discussion provides an informal
illustration of the types of goals which could have been
measured in this study .

Much of the learning and positive

self-e steem seen that evening had been implicitly assumed
from the program's inception.

The investigator's subsequent

research in this field will undoubtably include measures
which reflect the type of growth the children demonstrated
on the evening of their performance.

APPENDICES
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APPENDIX A
CREATIVE DANCE MUSIC SUGGESTIONS
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CREATIVE DANCE MUSIC SUGGESTIONS
The following is a list of musical selections that the
in vestigator util ized.

Th r oughout the lesson plans, refer-

en ce is made to the qua lities portrayed in the music .

Th ese

albums of fer a fu ll range of moods, a diversity of atmosphere, and a variety of rhythms which are most helpful in
stimulatin g dan ce impr ovis a tions .

. However, any music which

the in struc tor and students enjoy can be used to accompany
c reat ive dance .
Ba ckground Music for Home Movies - Folkways Records; FX-6110.
Come Dan ce Wi th Me - Virginia Tanner .

Hoctor Records;

Waldwi ch , New Jersey .
E l e ctronic Record for Children - Di mension 5 records; E#l41.
Mus ic of Edga r Varese - Columbia ; #MS- 6146.
I n Sounds From Way Out - Perry -Kingsle y .

Van g uard Records;

#VRS -92 22 .
Stree t Son g - Carl Orff; BASF Systems ; HC-251 22.
Sounds of New Mus ic - Folkways Records ; #FX -6150.
The Wo rld o f Harry Partch - Columbia Records ; #MS -7207
Star Wars - 20th Ce ntury Records ; 2T-541.
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CLASS GOALS FOR CREATIVE DANCE
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CLASS GOALS FOR CREATIVE DANCE
Class

#1:

Body Awareness; Listening Skills

Class

#2:

Body Awareness; Listening Skills

Class

#3:

Verbs

Class

#4:

Poetry; Verbs and Adverbs

Class

#5:

Verbs; Adjectives; Capitalization and Punctuation

Class

#6:

Verbs; Sentences and Punctuation

Class

#7:

Verbs Expressing Light Qualities

Class

#8:

Verbs; Antonyms; Adjectives; Nouns; Halloween

Class

#9:

Verbs Depicting Sudden and Sustained Qualities

Class #10:

Story Sequences and Paragraphs

Class #11:

Stories

Class #12:

Body Image Drawings

Class # 13:

Body Image Drawings Expressed in Color and Words
Thanksgiving Holiday for One Week

Class # 14:

Adje ctives and Nouns ; Imagery

Class #15 :

Verbs ; Imagery

Class #1 6:

Writing Space Stories; Ch aracters and their
Ch aracte ristic Movement Behaviors

Class # 17 :

Outer Space Characters and their Movement Styles ;
Outer Spa ce Sentences

Class #18 :

Complete Sentences
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Class #19:

Concentration; Complete Sentences
Christmas Vacation for Two Weeks

Class #20:

Complete Sentences

Class #21:

Abstract Verbs; Imagery
School Cancellation for One Week

Class #22:

Class Space Story; Reading Comprehension

Class #23 :

Class Space Story; Reading Comprehension

Class #24:

Poetry; Verbs; Adverbs

Class #25 :

Poem; Verbs; Adverbs

Class #26:

Similies

Class #27:

Concentration; Haiku; Verbs

Class #28:

Student Requests

Class #29:

Student Requests

Class #30 :

Student Requests

APPENDIX C
CREATIVE DANCE LESSON PLANS
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Class #1:
I.

Body AwareneSSi Listening Skills.

Introductory Activity:
A.

Class Controls:
1.

Go!

Freeze!

Verbal cues are introduced to

initi ate and terminate group mov ement as a
c la ss ch a lle n ge.
2.

Slow Motion Bionic Energy:

A contrblled mode

of mov e ment utilized as a transition between
a c t ivities .

B.

**

Mu sic:

**

P urpos e:

Fa st F o l low:

Dr um.
To e stablish positive class con t rols.
The group is spread out in free

s pace fa c ing t he g r o u p leader.

The leader takes a

clear body shape that t he c lass imitate s.

Enough

time is allowed between sha p e s to ena ble everyone
to find t hat exact shape .

Th e l eader changes

shapes as quickly as the group c an effe c t i ve ly
follow .

**
**

usic :

Exciting .

Purpose : To focus student's attention o n t he
instructor and channel their energy con s tr uc tively .
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II.

Development Activity:
A.

Body Shaping:

The body is divided into four parts :

arms, torso, legs, and head.

The students are

asked to find a new position on each drum beat for
the arms.

A wide range of arm shapes are explored

before relaxing the arms and shaping the torso,
then the legs, and lastly, the head.

Then, stu-

dents are asked to shape each body part in sequential order--arms, torso, legs, and head--maintaining each body part position as another is added to
the overall shape.

Next, on one drum beat all

body parts move and assume a total body shape.
Each time the drum sounds, the students change
their position.

Word cards are utilized to:

1.

Change level:

high, medium, or low.

2.

Depict concepts:

wide; angular; unstable;

tense; round.
3.

Create negative and positive space by making
"window shapes."

**

Music :

**

Word Cards : Arms , torso , legs, head . Open
and close ; huge and tiny ; square and round ;
narrow and wide . Window shapes.

Drum .
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**
B.

Purpose: To enhance body awareness while
exploring various concepts.

Students choose the i r partners.
the othe r sits.

One stands while

The standing partner moves to the

word card the leader holds up and reads.

Partners

take turns moving.

III .

**

Music:

**

Word Cards:

**

Purpose: To expand the students' locomotor
movement vocabulary.

Drum.
hop, jump.

Culminating Activity:
A.

Good-bye Dance: Everybody makes a shape they like.
They freeze it.

Then, when the leader touches an

individual, that person jumps up, announces his
name, and hops to his shoes .

**

Music :

**

Purpose:

Lively .
To highlight each individual.
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Class #2:
I.

Introductory Activity:
A.

II.

Body Awareness; Listening Skills.

Fast Follow:

(See Class #1) .

Developmental Activity:
A.

Walking through general space, one partner at a
time, responding to verbal and visual c ue s.
1.

Freeze:

being aware of shapes made.

2.

Lead with one body part:

elbow, knee,

shoulder, right hip, wrist, foot, chest.

3.

a)

While traveling backwards, sideways.

b)

While turning.

c)

While moving on a low or middle level.

Emphasize one body part by focusing on it with
your whole body.

4.

Select a body part to highlight on the drum
beat.

5.

Lead with both arms, both knees , both elbows.

6.

Lead with the right shoulder in contrast to
leading with both shoulders.

**

Music :

**

Word Cards: elbow , knee , shoulder , wrist,
foot , chest , hip ; sideways , backwards, front wards , turning.

**

Purpose : To explore the movement ran ge of
body parts .

Drum.
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B.

Students form a single line.

Each takes a turn

running and freezing when the drum stops.
C.

In a single line, students run and leap over an
object, one at a time.

During each person's

second turn, everyone shouts the person's name
when he reaches the top of the leap.

III.

**

Music:

**

Verb Cards:

**

Purpose:
To expand students'
ment vocabulary.

Drum.
Run, leap.
locomotor move-

Culminating Activity :
A.

Good-bye Dance:

(S ee Class #1) .

a favorite shape.

Everyone makes

When touched by the leader, the

student jumps up, announces her name and runs to
her shoes leading with a body part.

**

Music :

**

Purpose : To highlight each individual while
reinforcing body awareness.

Lively.
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Class #3:
I.

Verbs.

Introductory Activity:
A.

Slow Motion Mirroring:

The instructor is in

front of the class, with the students facing her.
As she moves in a smoo t h continuous flow, the
students mirror her movements as closely as they
can .

II .

**

Mus ic:

**

Purpose: To focus students' attention on t he
instructor while contro lling their flow of
energy.

Slow.

Developmental Activity:
A.

Students select partners.
1.

One partner dances the movement quality of
the verbs the leader reads, while the other
partnei sits in a closed position.

The part-

ners exchange roles.
2.

One partner remains in the center o f the room
while th e other joins the leader by sitting
a g ainst one wall .

After the first group

dances the verb qualities the leader reads
(wh ich a re display ed on th e board) , the groups
exch a n g e roles .

**

1u s ic:

Abstra ct.
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B.

**

Word Cards:
a)
Scattering, squeezing, waving, crushing,
slicing, reaching, poking , clenching,
pushing.
b}
Clutching, gathering, sweeping, crumbling,
wringing, stretching, striking, pressing,
chopping.

**

Purpose: To explore new vocabulary on a
personal kinetic level.

Students form a single line and take turns in
pairs.

III .

**

Music :

**

Word Cards:

**

Purpose:

Lively, uneven rhythms.
Galloping, skipping, sliding.

To expand students' locomotor range.

Culminating Activity:
A.

Good-bye Dance:

(See Class #1).

When a student

is touched, she shouts out one of the action
words danced during cl ass and moves that word all
the way to her shoes .

**

Music:

**

Purpose : To highlight each individual while
reinforcing today 's lesson on verbs.

Lively music with a skipping rhythm.
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Class #4:
I.

Poetry; Verbs and Adverbs.

Introductory Activity:
A.

Half and Half:

Each student is asked to move the

top half of his body any way he likes until the
music stops.

When the music resumes, every part

of his body below the waist moves but stops as
soon as the music pauses.

This pattern is con-

tinued.

II .

**

Mus ic: Lively beat with substantial pauses
interspersed.

**

Purpose: To enhance body awareness while
reinforcing listening skills.

Developmental Activity:
A.

"Pean ut Butter and Jelly Foot Sandwich" Pantomime:
Students follow the leader in miming the creation
of a foot sandwich which they eat in 8 big bites!

B.

**

Music :

**

Purpose : To stimulate i magi nation while
warming up the body .

None .

Students echo the dancing poem chanted and demonstrated by the leader:
Round your back over,
And bounce like a ball .
Stretch your back up
And be very tall.
Curl yo ur back over
And be very smal l.
Jump up

And say , "That's all !"
Oh no it isn ' t!
ow take a slow motion fall.
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C.

**

Music:

**

Visual aid:
poem.

**

Purpose : To introduce poetry that invi tes
phy si cal response.

None.
Enlarged copy of the dancing

Dancing Verbs and Adverbs:
ners.

Students choose part-

One sits while the o t he r moves i n response

to the verb and adverb combinations read and disp laye d by t h e leader.

III .

Roles are exchang ed.

**

Musi c :

**

Wo r d Cards u sed : Hopp in g , j umpi n g, ga l loping,
s kipping , sli ding, r un ni n g , leaping , walking;
i ndire c tly , direct ly, strongly, so f tly, quickly, s l owly, c areful l y , uncont r ollably.

**

Purpose : To enable students to personally
experi e nce va r ious locomotor verbs as expressed i n different movement q u a liti es.

Drum .

Culminating Activity :
A.

Good-bye Danc e :

(See Cl as s #1) .

Ea c h p e rson

chooses a verb and adverb he like s.

Wh e n t h e

leader touches the student, he jumps up , a n n ounces
his verb and adverb c ombination an d does th a t
movement to the shoes.

**

Music :

**

Purpose : To highlight each child and reinforce
today ' s lesson on verb and adverb combinati ons .

Lively .
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Class #5:
I.

Introductory Activity:
A.

I I.

Verbs; Adjectives; Capit ali zation and Punctuation.

Exercise Warm-Up involving:
Stretching: Cat.
Bending: Yoga Triangle.
Twisting: Elbows leading side to side.
Lunging: Head reaching toward knee.
Flexing & Pointing: Feet while si tting with le gs
together 1n front of body.

**

Musi c:

**

Visual aid:

**

Purpose: To warm up the body in various ways
by focusing on the action words.

None.
List of all underlined verbs.

Developmental Activity :
A.

"Peanut Butter and Jelly Foot Sandwich":

(See

Class #4) .

III .

B.

The Dancing Poem:

(See Cl ass #4) .

C.

Sh apes that express feelings or ideas.

**

Music :

**

Word cards used : Angry, Frightened, Sad,
Cheerful , Bored , Disappointed , Excited ,
Confused, Surprised.

**

Purpose: To enhance students' self-expressive
abili t ies by exploring emotion-based body
shapes .

None .

Cu lmi n a ting Activity:
"Start wi th a Ca pit a l" :

In pai r s with one pers on

sitti ng , while the other person starts with a capital
(by making a hig h, i mp o r t a nt sh a pe) .

That person ,
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then, says what he wants to say by moving freely
through space.

Finally, he ends with a period (a low,

small shape) beside his partner.

Then, roles are

reversed.
1.

The class divides in half.

Several sets of

partners observe while the o the r half of the
class dances.

Roles are reversed.

**

Music:

**

Purpose:
To explore basic sentence construction
through self-expressive movement.

Lively, uneven rhythm.
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Class #6:
I.

Verbs; Sentences and Punctuation.

Introductory Activity:
A.

Pantomime:

Instructor leads the class through

a silent pantomime depicting a magic invisible
wall and a human puppet which the class follows
and imitates.

II .

**

Music:

**

Purpose: To focus the children's attention
and introduce them to the art of acting out
an i dea clearly wi t h out words.

None.

Developmental Activity:
A.

Students make body shapes that portray

Shaping:

the emotional states of boredom, confusion, and
excitement.
B.

Partners are selected.

One partner o bserves

while the other partner demonstrates emotional
shapes .

c.

Then, roles are reversed.

**

Music :

**

Word Cards :

**

P urpose:

Drum .
bored , confused, excited.

To externalize emotional states.

Partners depict emotionally ch arged action words
as displayed on word cards .

**

Music :

Abstract .
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III.

**

Word Cards:

**

Purpose: To experience new vocabulary words
through body movement by relating it to
familiar emotional states.

chasing
parading
shuddering
cowering
defending
hugging

embracing
cringing
trembling
protecting
strutting
pursuing

Culminating Activity:
A.

Emotional shapes are reviewed and associated with
correlating punctuation marks:

period;

bored

confused = question mark; and excited

=

exclama-

tion mark.
B.

One person at a time mimes an emotional state
while thinking a sentence, such as:
wait ' t i l

"I can't

Halloween!" or "Where am I?"

The

observers demonstrate the appropriate punctuation
through movement.

**

Music:

**

Purpose: To make sentence expression and
punctuation a personal, kinesthetic experience.

None.
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Class #7:

I.

Introductory Activity:
A.

II .

Verbs Expressing Light Qualities.

Yoga:

Head to knee pose
Bow
Shoulder stand
Tree

Cobra
Position of the
infant
Trian g le

**

Music:

**

Chart naming yoga positions was used.

**

Purpose:
To center the children's physical,
mental, and emotional energies.

None.

Deve lopmenta l Ac t ivi ty :
A.

S l ow Moti o n:

The students are led through move-

ment e x periences which involve turning slowly,
flo a ting through space, falling softly, and
e xperiencing a sense of weightlessness.

III .

**

Musi c:

**

P u rpo se :
e ffort.

Slow .
To experience the quality of light

Culminating Ac tivi ty :
A.

Magic Cloth :
of

his

c olor

Each c hil d is given the mag ic cloth
c hoi c e .

The struc t ure of the

activity involves c url in g the ms el ves up as tiny
as possible .

Then , a s t he magic clo th un f olds,

the children make their bodies move ln t he s ame
qualities as does the magi c clo t h:

t u rnin g ,

spiralling , softly falling , floati n g , openi n g ,
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unfolding, and contracting.

To conclude, as the

music fades, the magic cloth and the child disappear into a small, curled up shape.

**

Music:

Soft, slow, and melodic.

**
**

Props:

Multi-colored plastic sheets.

Purpose: To enable children an opportuni t y
to transform their typical movement patterns
of sudden, bursting activity to the magical
quality of a butterfly, flower, or parachute
as seen in the magic cloth.
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Class #8:
I.

Introductory Activity:
A.

II.

Verbs; Antonyms; Adjectives; Nouns; Halloween.

Yoga (see Class #7) .

Developmental Activity:
A.

Adjective and Noun Shape s:

Students make shapes

to depict the following adjective and noun comb inations.

B.

**

Music:

**

Word Cards:

**

Purpose: To become aware of how adjectives
can transform standard nouns.

Drum.

Antonym Shapes :

strong athletes
angry giants
frightened birds
surprised clowns

Partners are chosen and both

portray one of the two antonyms presented on the
word cards by body shaping.

C.

**

Music:

**

Word Cards:

**

Purpose : To expe rience antonyms on a concrete
physical level while nonverbally making decision s with another person .

Drum.
happy
narrow
close
square
huge
under

Dance - Mime Senten ces:

sad
wide
open
round
tiny
over

fall
weak
high
rise
strong
low

Partners take turns

mo v in g s en t e nces on the beat of the drum, whi ch
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include adjective and noun combinations coupled
with verb and adverb combinations.

II I.

**

Music:

**

Sentences:

**

Purpose: To kinetically experience exciting
sentences that contain adjective and noun and
verb and adverb combinations.

Drum.
Clumsy clowns trip humorously.
Mysterious spys s link slyly.
Fierce monsters stomp threateningly.
Spookey ghosts . glide silently.

Culminating Activity:
A.

Magic Cloth:

B.

Good-bye Dance:

(see Class #7 ) .
Children make the shape of their

favorite Halloween character.

The teacher selects

one student at a time to announce her Halloween
character and move in that manner to her shoes.

C.

**

Music :

**

Purpose : To highlight each child and to
provide a stage for her Halloween fantasy.

Light music with a skipping rhythm.

Halloween Trick or Treat:

As students assemb le

for dismissal , each person selects a tasty treat.

**

Music :

**

Purpose : To reinforce each of them as very
special people .

None .
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Class #9:
I.

Verbs Depicting Sudden and Sustained Qualities.

Introductory Activity:
A.

Fast and Slow Follow:

The teacher alternates the

speed at which she shapes and moves as students
follow.

II .

**

Music:

**

Purpose: To draw attention to the tempo of
the activity while focusing the students'
attention on the teacher.

Moderate tempo.

Developmental Activity:
A.

Dancing Verbs:

The entire class depicts the

following verbs with different body parts as well
as with their whole body in various locations of
their personal space.

B.

**

Musi c:

**

Word Cards:

**

Purpose: To experience new vocabulary words
on a personal level.

Non - melodic , free form music.
Pulsating
Shaking
Vibrating

Trembling
Quaking
Shivering

Dancing Verbs and Associations : Partners are
chosen by aligning themselves back to back.
One
partner sits , the other stands .
The standing
partner joins the teacher as audience. As half
the class portrays four verbs, the audience expresses their reaction or interpretation of the
action they see in terms of metaphors, verbs, and
adjectives .
Roles are reversed .

**

Music :

Free form , "outer space" music .
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III .

**

Word Cards:

**

Purpose: To stimulate the performers' expresslve skills and to enhance the audience's
ability to creatively interpret what they
envision.

Exploding
Darting

Speeding or Racing
Richocheting

Culminating Activity:
A.

Magic Cloth:
1.

(see Class #7).

The audience gives the teacher verbal images
o£ what they see in the other students' per£ormance with their magi c c loths in the form
of simile s , metaphors, and verbs.

**

Music:

**

Purpose: To stimulate active intellectual
participation from the audience and to generate a student vocabulary on which to base
a magic cloth story.

Slow and lyrical.
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Class #10:
I.

Introductory Activity:
A.

II.

Story Sequence and Paragraphs.

Slow Follow:

(see Class #3) .

Developmental Activity:
A.

The class reads the Magic Cloth story which the
instructor wrote by compiling the students' verbal
responses to Class #9's magic cloth experience.
Magic Cloth
A flowe r is opening, blooming.
Its petals are swaying and swinging in
the breeze. In slow motion, the flower
rises out of this world.
The sky is filled with twirling,
twisting color. Parachutes are floating
in air. Watch as they turn and softly fall
to the earth.
---The waves are tossing and popping in
the wind .
Raising suddenly and then gently
sloshing , the wind and the waves dance.
Above , the clouds drift by in silence.
In the distance, a leaf meanders down and
collapses on the forest floor.
1.

Action words are listed in order with a line
separating those in each paragraph.

Then,

students dance the verb qualities and freeze
in their final shape at the conclusion of
each paragraph .
2.

Students dance the verb sequence for each
paragraph to the music used for the magic
cloth dance .
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3.

Students dance the story as read by the
teacher and half the class.

Sounds of the

waves and wind are included in the students'
performance.

III .

Roles are reversed.

**

Music:

**

Purpose: To provide an exciting story based
on the students' personal experience through
which they can sequentially order the action
indicated in movement sequences that correspond to the paragraphs.

None.

Culminating Activity:
A.

Students write a sentence using exciting action
words which the group will dance the next class.

**

Music:

**

Purpose:

None.
To stimulate expressive writing.
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Class #11:

Stories.

Collect Children's sentences.
I.

Introductory Activity:
A.

II.

Fast Follow:

(see Class #1) .

Developmental Activity:
A.

Action Sentences:

Partners are selected.

Each

partner takes turns dancing a sentence written by
class members.

B.

**

Mus ic:

**

Purpose : To utilize the children's sentences
as an enjoyable movement experience.

Drum accompaniment.

Magic Cloth Story Dance:
1.

(see Class #10) .

The entire cl ass dances the verb sequences of
the story which correspond to the story's
paragraphs as the instructor rea ds them.

2.

Half the cl a ss d a nces the story as the other
half r eads it to them.

III .

Roles are reversed.

**

Musi c: Original music used for the magic
cloth dance .

**

Purpose : To fu rther reinforce the concepts
of reading comprehension and writing style
involving : titles , c onclusions, paragraph s ,
colorful metaphors , and verb selection.

Cul minating Activity :
A.

Good-bye Dance :
body shape .

Students crea te t he ir favorite

As each child is selected , he names
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an exciting verb and dances that movement quality
to his shoes.

**

Music:

**

Purpose: To highlight each child and give
e a ch the oppo r tunity t o mo v e in his own
special way whil e verb a lizing that action.

Light music with a skipping rhythm.
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Class #12:
I.

Introductory Activity:
A.

II.

Body Image Drawings.

Fast Follow:

(see Class #1) .

Developmental Activity:
A.

Body Shape Tracing:

Partners are prearranged in

the classroom based on ability to cooperate.

Each

pair is given a large sheet of paper on which one
partner makes a body shape while the other traces
he r.

Then, roles are revers ed .

When both child-

ren have completed their partners' drawings, each
selects the color of marker with which to outline
the image.

Then, they can proceed to color and

decorate their drawings as they choose.

(If any

children are dissatis f ie d with their partners'
tr a cin g , the instructor will trace them herself.)

III .

**

Music :

**

Purpose : To enhance the children's selfconcep ts.

None.

Culminating Ac t ivity:
A.

Homew ork Ass i gnme nt:

Children are asked to bring

their favor i te color with which to draw and paint,
to select words that des cribe themselves and what
the y like to do, and to find special magazine cutouts , favorite things , and any decorations they
might like to add to their self - por t raits .
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**

Music:

**

Purpose: To stimulate extra thought and
interest in themselves through their selfportrait drawings.

None.
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Class #13:

Body Image Drawings Expressed in Words and
Color.

I.

Activity :
A.

Students add color and descriptive words to their
personal portraits.

**

Music: Various selections requested by the
children.

**

Purpose: To further elaborate on their selfimage drawings and to provide an opportunity
to share th eir drawings with the instructor
and classmates.
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Class #14:
I.

Adjectives and Nouns; Imagery.

Introductory Activity:
A.

Fast Follow (see Class #1) .

**
II.

Music:

Cantina Band from Star Wars.

Developmental Activity:
A.

Space Imagery:

Instructor names different media

through which the class depicts movement.
Walking on the moon.
Moving through:
jello, deep mud, quick sand,
lava, prickly thistles.
Slow motion t hrough minimum gravity.

B.

**

Music:

**

Purpose: To exercise the students' imaginations and to develop their ability to depict
given images .

Sound simulating outer space.

Slow Moti on Mirroring:

Pa rtn e rs are chosen and

decide upon first and second l eaders .

The first

leader makes a shape and the second person makes
a match in g shape.

When the music begins, the

leader moves slowly in continuous motion, while
the partner follows exactly .

Suggestion:

ini-

tially, partners may begin sitting and focus
their attention on arms and upper body movement .

**

Music :

**

Purpose : To improve students ' ability to
concentrate and to cooperate with another
person .

Slow, flowing music .
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III.

Culminating Activity:
A.

Sculptor and Clay:
ners.

Students maintain their part-

One partner functions as a sculpting artist,

while the other partner becomes clay.

By gently

touching and moving the partner's arms, legs,
torso, and head, the sculptor creates a statue.
The only words spoken are regarding level; the
scu lptor requests a high, medium, or low level.
The statues depict the theme of an outer spac e
museum .

After the sculptures are completed, the

artists join the instructor to observe their
creations .

Then, all the artists take a trip

through the outer space museum.

When the drum

sounds , the statues shake out and partners change
roles.

**

Music :

**

Purpose : To challenge the students ' imagination and to encourage cooperation between
partners .

Outer space theme music .
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Class #15:
I.

Verbs; Imagery.

Introductory Activity:
A.

Exercise Warm-Up:

The instructor leads the class

in a variety of exercises that depict the effort
actions:

II.

flick, press, explode, and float.

**

Music:

**

Stimulus Cards:
float.

**

Purpose:
To familia rize the students with
va r ious expressions o f energy a s a total body
wa r m- up and as prepara tion for the day 's
lesson.

None.
Flick, press, explode, and

Developmental Activity:
A.

Energy Extreme s:

The students respond in creative

movement to the alternating suggest i ons of the
instructor.

In general space, students either

explode into action or float in space.

III .

**

Music :

**

Purpose:
To focus the students ' concentration
and encourage them to become more flexible in
their expression of energy extremes .

Drums.

Culminating Activity :
A.

Flocking :

Students are divided into groups of

about five people each .

Each group chooses an

order for its members , while th e instructor
assigns a number to each group .

The first leader

for group #1 moves in a clear pattern into the
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center of the room and forms an ending shape by
either floating or exploding.

All members of that

group follow the same exact movement sequence
together, ending with all members of that group
in matching shapes.

Then, group #2 begins with

their first leader moving into the center of the
space and floating or exploding into an ending
shape, quickly followed by that group's members.
Once all o f group # 2 is in matching shapes, group
#1 disappears back to their starting location.
Then, group #3's leader enters, followed by that
group.

Once they are in position, group #2 disap-

pears and group #4 enters.

After all the first

leaders have had their turn, the second leaders
initiate group movement, etc.

The theme which

each group is attempting to depict is that of
outer sp a ce beings .

**

Mus ic:

**

Purpose : To encourage creativity of each
individual, to provide each individual with
the opportunity to be group leader, and to
promote group cooperation.

Outer space abstract sound.
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Class #16:

Writing Space Stories:

Cha ra cters and Their

Characteristic Movement Behaviors.
I.

Introductory Activity:
A.

Line Dance:

Students are asked to form lines with

five people in each line.

Each line is numbered.

As the instructor calls a line's number, everyone
ln that line jumps up and freezes in a large
shape.

As the ne x t

line number is called, stu-

dents respond as the previ ous l ine disappears into
a curled up shape until their line number is
called again.

II .

**

Music:

**

Purpose: To focus students' attention and to
organize groups.

Drum used to reinforce number called.

Developmental Activity :
A.

Five Space Characters:

Students come up with five

types of spacelings that the instructor records on
a large shee t of paper.
l .

Half the class enacts each character .

The

remainder of the class observes the activity
and shares their ob servations of verb qualities with the instructor, who records them on
the paper .
character.

Roles are reversed for the next
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III .

**

Music:

**

Purpose: To challenge the imag inati on a nd
concentration o£ the performers, while encouraging the audience to actively observe. In
this process, students become s ens itized to
the significance of each character and its
role in a story 's action.

Space sound.

Culminating Activity:
A.

Homework:

Fast Follow:

(see Class #1) .

**

Music :

**

Purpose: To draw the class together into a
cohesi ve whole and focus attention prior to
leaving.

Star Wars .

Students are asked to write a space sto ry or
movie script using the five chara cters explored
by the class .

Each class receives the paper on

which their input is recorded concerning characters and their movement range .

Each student is

encouraged to name their ch aracters and describe
their activity any way they choos e .
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Class #17:

Outer Space Characters and Their Movement
Styles:

I.

Introductory Activity:
A.

II .

Outer Space Sentences.

Line Dance:

(see Class #16) .

Developmental Activity:
A.

Char a cter Dances:

As the instructor names a

character selected by the class at the previous
session, students shape themselves into that
being and then , begin moving in ways tha t depict
that character 's mannerisms.
characters are explored:

i.e.

Three differen t
creatures, human

beings in outer space, and robots.
B.

Outer Space Sculptures:
Sculptor and Clay ).

(See Class #14 for

Students select partners.

Then , each take turns creating space sculptures
bymoldir.ghis partner 's body into a special
position .

III .

**

Music:

**

Purpose : To challenge the students' imagi nation , to encourage cooperation between partn ers , and to focus on character development.

Outer Space theme music.

Culminatin g Activity :
A.

Outer Space Sentences :
maintain their partners .

(See Class #5) .

Students

Each takes turn s dancing

sentences about outer space .
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**

Music:

**

Purpose: To explore creative self-expressive
movement ideas while focusing on a specific
theme and demonstrating proper sentence construction.

Outer space music.
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Class #18:
I .

Introductory Activity:
A.

II.

Complete Sentences.

(see Class #16).

Line Dance:

Developmental Activity:
A.

Santa Pantomime:

Instructor leads the class in

mime, depicting t h e various cha ra cteristic behaviors of Santa Claus.

B.

**

Music :

**

Purpose: To focus the students' attention
and to enjoy the excitement of the approaching holiday.

Silence.

Dancing Sentences:

Students select partners.

One partner stands while the other remains sitting.

The standing partner takes the first turn

depicting a comple t e sentence in movement .

Then ,

dancing turns are alternated.

C.

**

Musi c:

**

Sentences:

**

Purpose : To f ocus on the creative expression
of complete sentences .

Drum.
Gallant reindeer gallop magically.
S an t a 's elves work feverishly.

Letters to Santa:
ners .

S tude nts maintain th e ir part-

The first partner takes a shape .

second partner mirrors tha t shape .

The

Then, the

first partner dances a l etter to Santa describi n g
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all the wonderful toys and presents he would like
to receive, while the second partner remains in
the original shape.

When the first partner is

finished, he freezes in an ending shape.

The

second partner matches that shape first.

Then,

she starts off on her letter to Santa.

III .

**

Music:

**

Purpose: To enjoy the holiday spirit and to
explore creative letter writing.

Christmas music.

Culminating Activity:
A.

Flocking:

(see Class #15) .
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Clas s #19:
I.

Introductory Activity:
A.

II.

Concentration; Complete Sentences.

Slow Motion Mirroring:

Developmental Activi ty :
A. · Dancing Sentences:

B.
III .

(see Class #3) .

(see Class #18) .

**

Music :

**

Sentences:

**

Purpose : To f ocus on the creative expression
of complete sentences .

Drum.
Christmas angels float gracefully .
Jolly Santa merrily skips.

Slow Motion Mirroring :

(see Class #14) .

Culminating Activity :
A.

Slides:

Students view slides o f themselves

dancing , which had been taken during t wo differ ent

B.

creative dance classes .

**

Mus ic:

**

Purpose : To give the students the opportunity
to see themselves and to enhance their selfimages .

None .

Gifts : Each student is given a specially
wrapped magic cloth and candy cane for Christmas!

**

Music:

**

Purpose: To express the instructor's love
and appreciation of each child .

None .
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Class #20:
I .

Introductory Ac tivity:
A.

II .

Complete Sentences .

(s ee Class #1 ).

Fast Fo llow :

Developmen t al Ac tivity :
A.

B.

Dancing Sentences :

(see Class #18) .

**

Music :

**

Sentences :
1 . The stiff robot is jerkily wobbling.
2.
The invading martian is swirling smoothly .
3 . An angry creature is strongly stomping.
4 . A mean machi ne st arted to chop and swing.
5 . A nasty beast fought like a tiger .

**

Purpose: To focus on the creative expression
of complete sentences .

Drum .

Friendly Letters :
selected .

(see Class #18) .

Partners are

Students dance to expres s what they

like best about their Christmas Holiday .

III .

**

Music :

**

Purpose : To enable the children to express
their feelings about the Christmas holiday.

Bright , cheery music .

Culminating Activity :
A.

Good-bye Dance :

(s ee Class #1) .

Students select

the shape of their favorite present and when they
are selected , slide over to their shoes .
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Class #21:
I.

Abstract Verbs :

Imagery.

Introductory Activity:
A.

(see Class #16).

Line Dance:

When their row

number is called, students are directed to explode
into a high shape and then, melt back to the
floor.

II.

**

Music:

**

Purpose : To focus students• attention and to
encourage students use of their imagination.

Drum used to reinforce number called.

Developmen tal Activity:
A.

Abstract Verbs Alive:

Students select partners.

One partner becomes audience and the other is the
first performer.

The performing students focus

their concentration on expressing the action
words named .

**

Music :

Abstract.

**

Words:

growing
oozing
shrinking
bursting
crumbling
spinning
exploding
withering
swirling

**

Purpose : To focus the students cre a tivity on
expressing new vocabulary .

surrounding
disappe aring
swaying
bubbling
flickering
melting
escaping
expanding
wilting
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III.

Culminating Activity:
A.

Group Dances with Abstract Verb Cards:

Students

divide into groups of five or six children.

Each

group draws a verb card from the instructor's
collection.

Then, the group as a whole must

select a sequence to perform the verbs.

All

members of the group will perform their verbs
together.

Each group will perform their verb

sequence for the entire class and announce their
verbs.

**

Music:

**

Verb Cards:

**

Purpose:

Drum.
Same as above .

To develop the students' expressive

vocabulary and to develop the students' interpersonal skills .
B.

Group Sculptures:

Student groups create a collec-

tive shape to depict one of the following:

**

Words :

Swirl, escape, burst, grow, surround .

**

Music:

None.

**

Purpose: To encourage the students' expression of abstra c t vocabulary .
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Class #22:
I.

Class Space Story:

Reading Comprehension.

Introductory Activity:
A.

Line Dance:

Each row of children reads a para-

graph of the class space story which the instructor wrote to combine all the action and characters of each of the students ' stories.
II.

Developmental Activity:
A.

Shaping the story's title and ending:

All stu-

dents shape their version of the title and then,
an ending shape.

The instructor selects two

student shapes to express the title and two student shapes to depict the ending.

The class then

matches one of the two shapes chosen to announce
the title and the end .
B.

Assigning Roles :

Students are named to perform

the roles of characters they had included in their
own space stori es .

Students are assigned to dif-

ferent parts of the room, when they receive their
roles .

**

Roles:

Planet Elis
Robots
Betty and Hurnen
Commander Rodd
Princess Feli ce and Hon Solo
Creatures
Machines
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c.

The students are asked to determine the action of
their acharacters.

The paragraphs are, then,

reread.
D.

Dancing The Space Invaders Story:

Students depict

the basic themes of the story paragraph by paragraph.

III.

**

Music:

**

Visual Aid:
The Space Invaders Story is
boldly printed on large paper (see Appendix D) .

**

Purpose . for all developmental activities: To
enhance students' reading comprehension through
personal involvement in the story they are
reading and to intensify their awareness of
writing style, such as title, ending, and p aragraph structure.

None .

Culminating Activity:
A.

Dancing Sentences:

(see Class #5) .

Students take

turns with their partners expressing the action
themes of the space story using the punctuation
that best satisfies the feeling of their sentences.

**

Mus ic:

**

Purpose: To encourage the students to respond
creatively to the themes of their story .

Outer space sound.
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Class #23:
I.

Class Space Story:

Reading Comprehension.

Introductory Activity:
A.

Line Dance:

Students assemble 1n rows according

to the characters they will be perfo r ming.

Stu-

dents will jump up and shape their ch ara c ter when
their role is calle d .

II .

**

Music:

**

Ch a racters:

**

Purpose: To organize the students to dance
th e space story .

Drum.
Robots
Commander Rodd, Princess Felice,
Hon So lo , Betty , Humen .
Planet Elis
Machines
Creatures
Beasts

Developmental Activity:
A.

Shaping title and ending of t he story :

Students

review the two shapes selected in the previous
class to depict the title and the two student
shapes to portray the ending.
B.

Review Action :

Students review the action explored

in the previous class .
C.

Read and Dance :

Students read a paragraph and

depict the action described in the space story .

**

Music :

**

Visual : The Space Invaders story printed on
newsprint.

None .
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**

III.

Purpose for all of the developmental activities: To enhance students' reading comprehension through personal expression of the
written material .

Culminating Activity:
A.

Space Pantomime:

Students follow the instructor

as she mimes selected activities of the class
space story and its characters.

**

Music:

**

Purpose:
To unite the class and conclude the
space story theme.

None.
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Class # 24:
I.

Poetry:

Verbs; Adverbs.

Introductory Activity:
A.

Line Dance:

After rows are organized, the instruc-

tor asks lines to exchange positions.

Then, as a

line's number is called, the children will be asked
to "re ach quickly" or "stretch slowly."

II .

**

Music:

**

Purp ose:
To focus the students ' attention and
to explore verb and adverb combinations.

Drum.

Developmental Activity:
A.

Peanut Butter and Jelly Foot Sandwiches:

(s ee

Class #4 ).
B.

Dancing Poem:

C.

Partner Dances:
other sits.

(see Class #4) .
One partner stands , while the

The standing partner moves to the

verb and adverb combinations .

The verb is read

on a card, but the students must listen for the
adverb to describe in what way they are to move
the verb.

Then partners exchange roles .

**

Music :

**

Verb Cards :

Drum .
fall
hop
roll
gallop
slide

run
leap
skip
jump
walk
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**

D.

Purpose:
To increase studentls awareness of
adverbs by focusing their listening skills to
find out how they are to express their verb.

Verb and Adverb Dances:

One partner becomes the

audience and sits with the instructor, while the
other partner become s a per f ormer.

The performers

dance t he verb and adverb combinati ons announced
b y the instructor.

III .

**

Music:

**

Purpose:
To encourage st u dent~s self-expre s sion while focusing on verbs and adverbs .

Abstract .

Culminati ng Activity:
A.

Group Dances with Verbs and Adverbs:

Students

divide into groups of five or six c hildren .

Each

group receives three sets o f verb and adverb combinations .

See Class # 21 for detailed procedures .

**

Music:

Drum.

**

Verb and Adverb Cards:

**

Purpose :
To focus the students awareness on
verbs and adverbs and to develop the st udents
interpersonal skills .

leap vi gorously
slide bouncily
turn wildly
walk comically
craw 1 cautious ly
stomp heavily
skip h appily
sneak nervously
run smoothly

Give students their own copies of the class space stories .
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Class #25:
I.

Poem, Verbs; Adverbs.

Introductory Activity:
A.

Line Dance:

After rows are organized, the instruc-

tor reads two verb and adverb combinations to the
children from the board:
softly".
moving.

"lift swiftly" and "melt

The entire class rehe a rses both ways of
Then when the line's number is called,

children in that row respond to the verb and
adverb combination named by the instructor.

II.

**

Music:

**

Purpose:
To focus the student's attention and
to explore verb and adverb combinations.

Drum:

Developmental Activity:
A.

Poem Dance:

Students and instructor read the

follow in g poem together:
Like acrobats on a high trapeze
The colors pose and bend their knees
Twist and turn and leap and blend
Into shapes and feelings without end ...
(O'Neill, 1961, p.l)
1.

Students dance the following sequence as it
relates to the poem:
a)

Shape, bend , twist, turn, freeze in a
shape; leap, blend into a shape and hold .
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2.

Then, the class is divided in half, with one
group being the first performers and the other
group functioning as the audience.

Roles are

exchanged .

III .

**

Music:

**

Visual:

**

Purpose:
To provide students with the opportunity to be personally involved in expressing
the meaning and the feelings of a poem through
movement .

Abstract .
Poem printed on large newsprint .

Culminating Activity :
A.

Parachute :

Students and instructor review a move-

ment sequence written on the board:
bend - turn .

Leap quickl y -

Then , students form a circle and

receive their portion of th e parachute .

The

instructor begins by taking her turn to leap
quickly into the center of the circle, while the
students raise the parachute; bend into a tiny
curled up shape, as the class pulls the parachute
to the floor ; jumps up as the parachute lifts ; and
then, she starts to turn all the way back to her
ori gi nal space in the circle .

Then, students take

their turn by going around the circ le .
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**

Music:

Light, gentle music.

**
**

Props:

A large, colorful parachute.

Purpose:
To provide a pleasurable sensory
experience while performing a verb seque nce .
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Class #26:
I.

Introductory Activity:
A.

II.

Similies.

(_see Class #1) •

Fast Follow:

Developmental Activity:
A.

Partner Similies:

One partner stands and responds

to the instructor's images while their partner
Roles are reversed after each turn.

sits nearby.

III.

**

Music:

**

Similies:

**

Purpose:
To provide students with a personal
experience of becoming a similie through body
shaping and movement .

Drum.
As knotted as a piece of string .
Run like a deer.
Leap like a tiger.
As slow as a snail.
Fly like a kite.
Flutter like a butterfly .
Whirl like a dervish.
Dance like a madman.

Culminating Activity:
A.

Sculptor and Clay:
are chosen .

(s e e Class #14).

New partners

One partner creates a statue that

depicts one of the four similies printed on newsprint at the front of the class.

**

Similies:

As flat as a pancake.
As strong as steel.
Stretched like an elastic.
Light as a feather.
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**

Music:

**

Purpose:
To increase student's awareness and
understanding of sirnilies and words that indicate comparisons, while encouraging a cooperative effort between partners.

Abstract.
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Class #27:
I.

Introductory Activity:
A.

II.

Concentration; Haiku; Verbs.

Slow Follow:

(see Class #3) .

Developmental Activity:
A.

Partner Mirrors:

B.

Partner Haiku Dance:

(see Class #4) .
Children select partners.

One partner holds the shape of the initial image
while the other partner dances the changing images
of the haiku.
1.

Students and instructor read the haiku .
The moon in the water
Turned a somersault
And floated away
-Ryota
(Lewis, 1965, p.24)

III .

**

Music:

None.

**

Visual:

**

Purpose:
To provide students with the opportunity to dance poetry through person al
expression.

Poem p rin ted on newsprint.

Culminating Activity :
A.

Verb Cards:

(se e Class #21) .
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Class # 28:
I.

Introductory Activity :
A.

II.

Student Request.

(__see Class # 16) .

Line Dance :

Developmental Activity:
(see Class # 6) .

A.

Pantomime :

B.

Peanut Butter and Jelly Foot Sandwich :

# 4)

•

(_see Class # 4) .

C.

Dancing Poem :

D.

Partner Mirrors :

(see Class #14) .

into groups of three .
III .

Culminating Activity:
A.

(see Cl ass

Magic Cloth:

(see Cl ass # 7) .

Students get
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Class #29:
I.

Introductory Activity:
A.

II.

Student Request.

Fast Follow:

(see Class #1).

Developmental Activity:
A.

Sculptor and Clay:

(see Clas se s #14 and #26) .

Students s e lect their own similies.
III .

Culminating Activity:
A.

Trios:

Students divide into gorups of three.

Each member of the group chooses a verb.

Then,

each member leads the trio in that action.

The

formation maintained is that of a triangle.

**

Music:

**

Purpose:
To offer students a variation on
partner mirroring and on the group dance
activity with verb cards.

None.
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Student Request.

Class #30:
I.

Introductory Activity:
A.

Line Dance:

(see Class #16 ).

Students sit in the

line designated as the character they enacted in
the class space story.

V.lhen their line number is

called, they jump up and make the shape of that
character.

II.

**

Music :

**

Characters: The Humans, The Beasts, The
Creatures , The Machines , The Robots.

**

Purpose:
To review characterization and to
focus student attention.

Drum.

Developmental Activity:

z.

The Space Invaders Sentences:

(see Appendix D).

Maintaining their row formation, one line at a
time dances the shapes and actions suggested by
the sentence read.

**

Music :

**

Sentences:
1. Rumen and Betty are robot leaders . This
colony of robots loves to dance and turn
and move . However , th ey all are badly in
need o f oil . The robots begin to shake
and beep .
2. The robots start walking to show their
guest how rusty they are : Click , click
clicl' ! Bang , bang, bang ! Crash, crash,
crash'

None .
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3.
4.

5.
6.

**
B.
III.

Betty and Humen step forward to meet Hon
solo and Princess Felice. They communicate in a space language without sound.
The space invaders board their spaceships.
Uglore, with snakes for hair, stomps on
board like a tiger, while King Kong angrily
rolls on the ground and has to be pulled
and pushed onto the rocket by the Beast of
Horman.
The Dinosaur scratches and grabs
as she is chased into the rocket.
Princess Felice leaps from a transport.
Commander Rodd lunges forward to meet her
advance.
The robot forces swing their arms and
swirl in a good-bye dance.

Purpose:
To review The Space Invaders story
and to allow everyone to portray characters
from the story.

Parachute:

(see Class #25) .

Culminating Activity:
A.

Graduation Ceremony:

The instructor made special

cards for each member of the class with their name
in fancy caligraphy, a Space Invaders Valentine
greeting typed inside, and a personal message from
the instructor.

The students were asked to do the

following sequence when their names were called:
Come up and get a hug from the instructor, receive
a card, play a special giant drum, get a hug from
the teaching assistant, and receive candy!

**

Purpose:
To say good-bye in the most personal
way and to express the care and appreciat ion
that was truly felt by the instructor for the
children.

APPENDIX D
CLASS STORY :
THE SPACE INVADERS
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THE SPACE INVADERS
There is a plan et in the galaxy called Elis .
inhabited by a robot population.

Elis is

Rumen and Be tty are the

robot leaders .

This colony of

loves to dance and

turn and move .

However , they all are badly in need of oil.

ro~ots

The robots begin to shake and beep.

In fear, Betty sends

out a space -o- gram, "Please bring us some oil before we quit
running."
Within moments , Comma nder Rodd roars in on the Columbi a
Space Shuttle .

Commander Rodd has been attacked by robots

before, so he cautiously exits the shuttle with his laser in
hand .

Rumen and Betty greet their space guest with cheery

robot smiles and stiff bows .

The robots start walking to

show their guest how rusty they are :
Bang, bang , bang !

"C lick , click, click!

Crash , crash , crash !

replaces his laser with an oil can .
the joints of each robot .

Commander Rodd

Quickly , he lubricates

The robots celebrate the kindness

of th e commander in a joyous dance .
A thundering rocket flashes in the sky .
trols sit Hon Solo and Princess Felice .

At its con-

Their cargo contains

many mean n a sty beasts , among them are Uglor , King Kong , the
Beast of Horman , and the Dinosaur .
denly freeze in terror .
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The joyous robots sud-
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Princess Felice leaps from a transport.
lunges forward to meet her advance.
"You're under attack!

Surrender!"

Commander Rodd

Princess Felice shouts,
Commander Rodd exclaims,

"I am here to rescue the robot nation.

We will not be des-

troyed!"
Betty and Humen unite their robot forces, with Comma nder
Rodd forming their line of defense.

Hon Solo joins the

Princess, with their beasts at their sides.

Lasers are

drawn .
Without warning, the creatures from Commander Rodd's
Columbia Space Shuttle disembark.

Simultaneously, huge

machines from the robot village appear, overwhelming the
assembly .
The machines, supported by the creatures, speak :
"There will be no fighting on this planet.
beating, chopping, and killing are outlawed.

Smashing,
You will

cooperate and co-exist in peace."
Betty and Hurnen step forward to meet Hon Solo and
Princess Felice .
out sound.

They communicate in a space language with-

Then, all calmly bow to one another.

The sp a ce invaders board their s p a c es h i ps.

Uglore ,

with snakes for hair , stomps on board like a tiger, while
Kin g Ko n g a n g rily rolls on the ground an d h as to be pu l l ed
a nd pushed onto the rocket by the Beast of Horman .

The
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Dinosaur scratches and grabs as she is chased into the
rocket.
In a roar, Princess Felice and Bon Solo are in space
with their beasts.

Commander Rodd honors the robots with a

deep bow.
The machines and the creatures greet.
they board the Columbia Space Shuttle.

Then, in silence

As the space shut-

tle's engines rev up, the robot forces swing their arms and
swirl in a good-bye dance.

APPENDIX E
THE CULMINATING EVENT
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THE CULMINATING EVENT
1.

Fast Follow.

2.

Shaping the concepts of antonyms:

huge, tiny; high,

low; open, close; narrow, wide; square, round.
3.

Shaping adjective and noun combinations:

frightened

birds; strong athletes; angry giants; surprised clowns.
4.

Verbs Alive:
a)

First half of class:

Bursting, swirling , floating,

slicing, pressing, bubbling, freezing.
b)

Second half of class:

Exploding, spinning, sway-

ing, shrinking, expanding, growing, surrounding,
freezing.
5.

Dancing adverb and verb combinations:

Turning gently ;

sliding bouncily; leaping vigorously; falling softly .
6.

Partner and Trio Mirrors.

7.

Pantomime.

8.

Peanut Butter and Jelly Foot Sandwich.

9.

Dancing Poem.

10.

Shaping Similies:

As
As
As
As

knotted as a piece of string.
strong as steel.
flat as a pancake.
light as a feather .

11 .

Shaping Punctuation and Related Feelings:
Bored (.)
Excited (!)
Confused (?)
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12.

Start with a Capital.

13.

Dancing Sentences:
Mysterious spys slink slyly.
Silent deer leap lightly.
Stiff robots wobble jerkily.
Joyful creatures skip happily.

14.

Dancing the Magic Cloth Story.

15.

The Magic Cloth Dance.

APPENDIX F
THE INVESTIGATOR'S PERSONAL INTERPRETATION OF
THE CULMINATING EVENT
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THE INVESTIGATOR'S PERSONAL INTERPRETATION OF
THE CULMINATING EVENT
The evening event held all the sparkle and excitement
of a carnival.

Parents, grandparents, and friends poured

into the cafeteria with their dancing children twenty minutes
before the appointed starting time.

The earliest performers

to arrive busily hung stories and poems written earlier in
dance class, along with body drawings, and special vocabulary posters .

The investigator was presented with flowers

and an accompanying poem which read:
To find my space,
To walk with grace,
To look and feel,
To see what's real.
Thank you for helping our children toward these goals.
Attendance was amazing!

Of the 51 children in both

classes, 48 dancers appeared ready to perform in this
evening program .

Over 200 family members and friends

accompanied the performers.

As children came in, their

classmates quickly swept them away into the "dressing room,"
where shoes and socks retired in heaps .

The huge room

buzzed with excitement !
As the starting time approached , a slide presentation
reviewed the dance program .

The children roared hysteri-

cally on presentation of each slide and adults chuckled
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while viewing pictures of their children in unusual shapes.
The room was charged with the energy of anticipation.
As the appointed hour arrived, the third graders
quickly found their designated space.
grapher arrived and began to set up.

A newspaper photo-

The school principal

opened the program with acknowledgment of t he Superintendent
of Schools

(who was in attendance)

dance instructor.

and then, introduced th e

The children cheered wildly.

Forty-eight children p erformed for an hour that evening
with incredible concentration and cooperation.

By the end of

the performance, the students had danced an entire language
arts progression:

they moved the meaning of a poem, shaped

the concepts of antonyms, made verbs come alive through
movement, depicted verb and adverb combin ations , created
characters by shaping adjective and noun combinations,
demonstrated similies through body shapes, danced complete
sentences, portrayed punctuation, communicated an entire
story by portraying the action, as well as expressed their
own creativity through structured dance improvisations

(see

Appendix E) •
At the close of the program, the children beamed with
pride and many c ame to hug the instructor, while parents
stood in line to share their enthusiasm with her .

Childre n,
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family, and friends milled around the refreshment table .discussing the program and dance for over an hour after the
children's final bow.
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Prien .take Ekmentary School
KOY»'ARDa.o·~~

.,.,

---

LAKE CHARLE8, LA. 708015

~...Ct~AL

September 22, 1981

IIA. A . 0 . AU88ELL
8U ..... ftiNTilNDE NT
CALCASII[U ,.ARiaH
ac~

Ms. Jeanne Schul
Education and Treatment
Council, Inc.
P. 0. Box 864
Lake Charles, LA
70602
Dear Ms. Schul:
I am herewith granting permission for you to
conduct a study in ou~ school to investigate the
contribution of creative movement to the development
of students' language arts comprehension and self concept.
Four third grade classes will participate in this study
which begins September 29, 1981 and goes through
February 11, 1982.
I understand you will send letters home to obtain
permission for students to participate.
Sincerely,

cd~~~/##'~~ Edward B. O'Conor
Principal
EBO/mh
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DR. PUD&IUCK .1. rt'OKLEY

.K>KN D. rt'ODI

IIU. . . INT.ND.NT

v•c•-a•o•NT

CALCASIBU PARISH SCHOOL BOARD
P.O . Boz 800
1724 Kirkman St.
Lake Charles, Louiaiana 70602

September 24, 1981

Mr. Giles 0. Gilliam
Education and Treatment Council, Inc.
P. 0. Box 864

Lake Charles, LA

70602

Dear Mr. Gilliam:
I approve the study to investigate the contribution
of creative movement to the development of students' language
arts comprehension and self concept to be conducted by Jeanne
Schul, dance therapist for E.T .C. and Master of Arts degree
candidate at Texas Women's University, as outlined in your
proposal.

Yours truly,

~t~rintendent
~~sh
Calcasieu

FJS/l g

School s
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Education and Treabnent Council, Inc.
P .O . Box R6-t

e

200 West 11th St.

e

lake Charlt'S, LA 70602

e

31~/433-1o62

September 21, 1981
Dear Parents:
A study to investigate the contribution of creative movement
to the development of student's language arts comprehension
and self concept will be conducted by Jeanne Schul, dance
therapist for E.T.C. and Masters of Arts degree candidate at
Texas Woman's University. Four third grade classes have been
selected to participate in the study at Prien lake Elementary
School. Tests administered to demonstrate the benefits of the
program will include the Test of Reading Comprehension, the
Test of Written language, and The Piers-Harris Children's
Self Concept Scale. The program will run for a 17 week period
w1th bi-weekly classes beginning September 29, 1981 through
February 11, 1982. At the conclusion of the program, test
results will be made available to interested parents. Sessions
will focus on improving language arts skills and building
self concept through creative movement activities. No medical
service or compensation is provided to sub j ects by the
un i versity or E.T.C. as a result of injury from participation
in research. If there are any questions or concerns, please
contact Jeanne at E.T.C.
Sincerely,
GIL ES 0 . GI LLIAM, B.C.S.W .
ADMINISTRATOR

gi ve my per mission f o r my c hi ld, ~----------------------' to
particip a te in the s tu dy de scri bed a bo ve .
SIG NA TU RE S

( PARE T OR GUARDIAN)
JT ES S

DATE
DATE

Counseling Services to Adolescent and Families
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TEXA S WOMAN'S U~IVERSITY
Box 23717 TW~ Station
~nton, Tex~s 76204

HUMAN SUBJECTS REVIEW COMMITTEE
Na11e of Investigator:

Center: Denton

Jeanne M. Schul

Address: _..;;;E;_·.;;.T..;..• .;:.c_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Date : Sentellber 24. 1981

200 West Eleventh Street
Lake Charles, Louisiana
Dear

70601

Jeanne Schul.
Your study entitled Creative Dance as a Tool for Beinforcing

Language Arts and Developing Self Concept
has been reviewed by a committee of the Human Subjects Review
Committee and it a pp ears Lo meet our requirements in regard
to protection of th e individual's rights.
Please be rem in ded that both the University and the Depar~
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare regulations typically
require that s ign atures indicating informed consent be obtained
from all human sub j ects in your studies.
These are to be filed
with the Human Sub j e c ts Review Committee.
Any exception to this
requ i rement is n o ted below.
Furthermore, according to DHEW regulations, ano t her review by the Committee is required if your
project chan ges.
Any spec i a l
below:

? r ov isions pertaining to your study are noted

Add t o i n formed consent form :
No med i cal service or compens a tic-r; i s rr o •ided to sub j ects by th e University as a
result o f :n1ury from participation 1 n research .
Add t
l n ~ornE d
con se n t form:
I UNDER ST AN D THAT THE Rf T U R "
J f ~ y Q UEST :0 ,·~:A IRE CONSTI T UT E-S MY INf O RMED CONSENT TO AC':'
AS A S U B ~ECT IN THI S RESEARC H .
~ Th e

f1li ng c f s1q natures of s ·.1c 7 ec-::s with the Human Sub J e cts
Review Committee is no~ require d.

Other:

No SpC' -: ... !
c c:

r o ,. 1 s

1

or. !!-

Gr ad uatt ~~ h
Pro j e c t l •: rec o r
Di re c tor o f S=h rol or
Cha1rmar. of t'!' r mP r.t

a . p 1y .

!;inc erel y ,

~'-~L~
C ha1rmar., Hum an S u J t! c
R v1 e"· Comm1ttE'
'l:

Dent on
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EDUCATION AND TaEATNENT COUNOL, INC.
(ADOJ.ESaNT ! .T.C. )
JOO W!.ST !UV!HTM STlUT

1AXI OtA&Ui. LOUISIANA .,...,

February 18, 1982

Dear Parents:
Your child will be performing in a creative movement
program Thursday evening, February 25th, at 7:00 p.m.
in the Prien Lake Elementary School cafeteria. This
presentation is designed to demonstrate your child's
progress in the following areas: the ability to concentrate; the use of colorful, descri~tive language;
the creative construction of sentences and stories;
and the imaginative expression of personal thoughts
and ideas.
Please have your child at the school cafeteria by
6:40 p.m. The children will be performing in Prien
Lake Elementary Schad tee-shirts (if not available,
any loose shirt will do) and jeans or warm-up pants.
I look forward to meeting you and sharing our demonstration with you.
Narmly,
/.

Jeanne Schul
Dan c e Instructor
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EDUCATION AND TR.EATMENT COUNCIL, INC.
( AOOL£.SCI.NT !..T .C. )
200 Wl:ST ~NTH STI.EtT
LAKE CH.-UUS. LOUISIANA 70601
TclcpbOM OH06l

February 19, 1982
Dear Parents:
Our cr eative movement program i s conclud ing, and results are
now being reviewed.
We h a ve been very pleased with the level
of participation of th ird grade students at Prien Lake Elementary School.
7est res u lts will b e sent home for your information as soon as
scoring is completed . We will be happy to s ha re the outcome
of the project with you.
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Like a..ltsllttricen Preas

Creative dance
demonstration set
Third graders .at Prien Lake Elementary School who
participated in a special "Creative Dance/Movement"
program will demonstrate what they have experienced
at 7 p.m . Thursday, Feb. 25, in the school cafeteria.
Jeanne Schul, dance therapist on the staff of
Education and Treatment Council, Inc., bas directed the
17-week course which focused on improving language
art skills and building self-eoncepts through creative
dance/ movement activities.
Students of classroom teachers Martha Arrington
and Phyllis Thorton will demonstrate how creative
dance can be integrated into the language arts curriculum .
·
~presentation is open to the public free of charge.
Persons interested in creative dance/ movement and/or
dance therapy may can Ms. Schul at ETC for more
information.
ETC is a private, non-profit counseling and drug
abuse treatment center which offers a variety of
services to the community.
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Teacher Jeanne Schul

RE FEREN CE NOTES
Dimon dstein , G.

& Prevo ts, N.

De ve lopment of a dan c e

curriculum for yo ung chi ldren .

Document of CAREL and

Arts and Humanities Curriculum Deve l opment Program
for Young Children , 1969.
Gilbert , A . G.

Learn i ng language art s through movement .

An unpublished a r ti c le p resented at the Dance and
Learning Study Conference.

Claremont , California ,

1979 .
Lacy , B.

Artist ln school dance residency .

An unpublished

evaluation for the National Endowment for the Arts of
a residency in Alexandria , Louisiana , 1979 .
Lacy, B.

English.

Unpublished notes from an Artists-In -

Schools Dance Component residency .
Lacy, B.

Movement studies .

Unpublished notes from an

Artists-In-Schools Dance Compone nt residency.
Puretz, S . L .

A comparison of the effects of danc e and

physic al education on the self-concept of selected
disadvantaged girls .
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